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'Ithaca's Talking' 
ICB t~lkshow addresses gay rights 
BY STEPHANIE KURTZMAN .. 
Should society treat gays and.Jes- . 
bians differently' than heteroseiroals, 
or are gay rights the same as-liwv.an 
rights? · · 
"Ithaca's Talking," th~onlyTom-
pkins County television show with a 
studio audience, premiered Sunday, 
Sept. 18 on ICB-TV 13. On the first 
show the guest panel and audience 
discussed gay rights. Michael Kusek, 
president of the Gay and Lesbian 
Alliance (GALA) at Ithaca College, 
and freshman Doug Bordonaro, 
chairman of public relations of Ithaca 
College Republicans were the guests 
on the talk show which films weekly 
and airs semiweekly on Sundays at 
9:30pm and Thursdays at _9pm. 
"What gay and lesbian people are 
fighting for is the recognization of our 
relationships under the law," said 
Kusek. He explained that many 
homosexual men and women live 
together as married couples, yet do 
not receive the same rights as married 
couples, such as inheritance and in-
surance rights. 
Marriage ceremony required 
However, Bordonaro said that 
although he agrees that gay couples 
should share the rights of married 
couples, he believes that some kind of 
. . ceremony is i:equiered. 
"I believe gay people should be mar-
ried ... in order to reeive marriage 
benefits," he said. 
Kusek and Bordonaro, speaking in 
front of an audience of about 20 IC 
students igi-eed that the existence of 
homosexuality in society should be 
addressed in public school classrooms, 
however they did not clearly agree on 
how far the education should go. 
Values clarification 
Bordonaro explained that he 
subscribes to a "values clarification" 
system, that is, the public school stu-
dent should be presented with the in-
fonnation and then allowed to fonn 
his/her own opinion. 
"While one person may believe in 
the Bible," said Bordonaro, "other 
people can say, 'here is my book, and 
I believe homosexualtiy is good."' 
But Kusek said that learning about 
the existence of homosexuality is not 
enough. 
Learn to accept 
"It's just a matter of accepting it," 
he said, explaining that when he was 
in high school, homosexuality "may 
have been mentioned" in the 
classroom, but he was not taught to 
accept it. 
The panel and audience also 
discusses whether or not private 
universities and colleges should have 
to fund gay student organizations 
within the schools. 
"It's rather sad that an institution 
should be forced to fund anything," 
said Kusek, adding that the school 
should accept the group as any other 
campus group and therefore fund it. 
Funding not necessary 
But freshman Eric Lebson, presi-
dent of the IC Republicans, said that 
_ if a special-interest private institution, 
such as a religious one, does not sup-
port a certain group's values, then it 
should not have to fund the 
organization. 
That [would be] reverse discrimina-
tion," he said. 
Should gay couples be pennitted to 
adopt children? ''They [children of 
gay couples] may not learn to have a 
mature relationship with somebody of 
the same sex," explained Bordonaro. 
"The Republican party strong sup-
ports the family." 
But Kusek rebutted that "it's 
misconstrued that homosexuality is 
going to corrupt the morals of the 
family." He said that gay couples can 
raise children as effectively as 
heterosexual couples, and they cannot 
force homosexulity on their children. 
Although Kusek said that 
American society is currently re-
defining its values, Lebson said that 
gay adoption is "not the 
mainstream.'' 
"Mom plus dad equals kid," he 
said. "Dad plus dad doesn't." 
However, Lebson agreed that for 
short-term, temporary housing, gay-
guardianship is alright. 
About Ithaca 
"It's about Ithaca," said junior 
Sophia Eptamenitis, producer of the 
30-minute talk show. She says she is 
interested in addressing national issues 
and their local effects. 
Eptamenitis continued that 
transfering the show from an idea to 
a reality was not easy. A proposed· 
program must be approved by both 
Eloise Greene, the manager of televi-
sion operations, and the ICB-TV ex-
ecutive staff, before it can enter the 
production stage. 
'iee Talking page 6 
Children of alcoholics: invisible victims 
BY JERILYN VELDOF 
About one in every eight Americans 
have one or two alcoholic parents, ac-
cording to a recent poll. 
These children of alcoholics are 
sometimes called the "invisible vic-
tuns." To everyone else they may 
seem to be coping well. But, this is 
usually because they have taken on 
unhealthy roles in order to survive in 
an unhealthy family. 
Children of alcoholics (CoAs) grow 
up with special rules that limit and 
stiffle their development and growth. 
Not to trust others, not to feel, and 
not to talk about the alcohol abuse are 
three common rules. 
Promises are often forgotten and 
parents' moods are often unpredic-
table in alcoholic homes, says Dr. 
Claudia Black, author and theorist in 
this area. In this environment one 
learns not to depent on others or ex-
pect that others care enough to 
follow through on their promises--
in other words, "Don't trust," is the 
rule of thumb. 
Feel nothing 
Another rule, "Don't feel," is the 
result of the bombardment of the con-
stant pain of disappointment which 
can only be dealt with by stuffing the 
feelings inside-freezing them off and 
not feeling. After all, no one wants to 
feel hurt all the time. And when emo-
tions are expressed in an alcoholic 
home they are often abusive and 
resulting from drunkeness. Then the 
· outbursts are usually forgotten by the 
next day. Better not to feel anything 
at all. 
The third common rule is that 
family members dare not talk about 
: the major cause of the problems-
drinking. It's almost like if no one 
mentions the drinking it won't hap-
pen again. And, anyway, there never 
seems to be a good time to talk about 
it-if the_parent is drunk they are 
unapproachable or will forget 
anyway, and if the parent is sober, 
why ruin a good thing? 
It's like if no one 
mentions the drink-
ing, it won't happen 
. 
again. 
Children of alcoholics tend to fall 
into textbook-like roles in order to 
cope in their families. The four most 
common roles, according to Black, 
are the responsible one, the adjuster, 
the placater, and the scapegoat. 
The responsible one is usually the 
oldest child: He or she takes the role 
of a parent, making sure the 
household runs and the younger sibl-
ings are fed and cared for. Sometimes 
this role is called the "superhero" role 
because this child is also an 
overachiever in shcool and outside 
activities. 
Shy and quiet 
The adjuster just bends with the 
wind and accepts whatever behavior 
the drinker has at a particular tune. 
This child usually is shy and quiet and 
spends a lot of time alone. 
The acting-out child is also called 
the scapegoat because she takes the 
blame for her parent's drinking. She 
diverts the attention in the family 
see Alc~bol page 2 
Support groups 
There is a high demand for support 
groups for children of alcoholics and 
those from dysfunctional families, ex-
plains Jun Croteau of the Counciling 
Center at IC. Because of the demand 
there will be two such groups offered 
this year, instead of only one as in the 
past three or four years. 
"I think this way of reaching 
students is one of the best ways," says 
Croteau, the counselor who runs the 
CoA/dysfunctional family group. He 
advocates group counseling as one of 
the best ways to deal with such issues 
as self-esteem, intimacy and feelings. 
There are three main functions of 
this year-long group-l)to talk about 
the past, 2)to talk about current issues, 
and 3)to talk about the feelings going 
on in the group in the present, to get 
direct feedback from the group, and 
work on group interactions. 
Croteau says one of the main things 
students seem to get from the group 
is "a sense of becoming more alive, 
a lightening up, and an awareness of 
their feelings." He also says he sees 
the students getting closer to each 
other and feeling an openness and 
meaningfulness in their relationships 
which they often have never ex-
oerienced before. 
THE MOUTH: Morton Downey Jr., talk show demagogue, will be host for a show Sunday night lo the Emerson Suites. Although some students 
and professors are opposed to bis presence, the show ls sold out. . 
Alcohol 
from pnge I 
from the alcoholic to her own "pro-
blems" like tryancy or her own 
alcohol abuse. 
The placater tries to ignore his own 
unhappiness and pain to comfort 
others. He is often the family and 
class clown and attempts to cover up 
problems with jokes. 
Continuous roles 
These roles are so imbedded that 
when the CoA grows into an adult she 
or he continues to act in the same 
ways. Often, adult children of 
alcoholics will marry problem 
drinkers so they can remain in their 
roles. 50 percent of CoAs do marry 
alcoholics, and the rate is much higher 
with women, according to recent 
figures. 
50 to 60 percent of all alcoholics 
have, or had, at least one alcoholic 
parent, according to Black. And this 
is considered a low estimate. Other' 
figw-es say that CoAs are three to four 
times more likely to become alcoholic 
than the general population. 
Insecurity 
Even more startling is another 
study which says about 70 percent of 
adult CoAs develop a pattern of com-
pulsive behavior including alcoholism, 
drug abuse, and overeating. 
But there are other, more silent, 
consequences of growing up with an 
alcoholic parent. Adult CoA's tend to 
have many traits in common accor-
ding to another leading therapist in the 
field, Janet Geringer-Woititz. These 
traits include low self-esteem, feelings 
of isolation and being unloved and 
unlovable, trouble with intimacy, fear 
of authority figures and angry people, 
a need for perfection, difficulty in car-
ing for oneself while easily caring for 
others, a need for approval and affir-
mation, and an inability to express 
one's emotions. 
Characteristics of adult 
children of alcoholics 
,c, They became isolated and afraid of people and authority figures. 
,;, They became approval seekers and lost th~ identity in the process. 
,;, They are frightened by angry people and any personal criticism. 
o They either become alcoholics, marry the, or both, or find another compulsive personality such as a workaholic 
to fulfill abandonment needs. 
0 They live life from the viewpoint of victims and are attracted b; that weakness in l?ve, friendship, and 
career relationships. 
0 They have an overdeveloped sense of responsibility and it is easier for them to be conce£?ed with ~~~ 
rather than themselves; this enables them not to look too closely at their own faults or therr responsibility 
to themselves. 
,c, They get guilt feelings when they stand up for themselves instead of giving in to others. 
0 They became addicted to excitement. 
,c, They confuse love and pity and tend to "love" people they can "pity" and "rescue." 
0 They have stuffed their feelings from their traumatic childhoods and have lost the ability to feel or express 
feellings because it hurts so much. This includes their feelings such as joy and happiness. Being out of touch 
with their feelings is one of their basic denials. . 
0 They judge themselves harshly and have a very low sense of self-esteem. 
0 They are dependent personalitites who are terrified of abandonment and will do anything to hold onto a 
r~lationship in order not to experience painful abandonment feelingc; which they received from living with 
sick people who were never there emotionally for them. 
,c, Alcoho~m is a family disease and family members became para-alcoholics and took on the characteristics 
of that disease even though they may not have picked up the drink. 
-
. These ti:ruts result mainly from the 
littl~ emotional energy left over in the 
family ~ alcohol.This left-over 
~nergy consistently falls short of fill-
Ulg the needs of the children. 
Low self-esteem is perhaps one of 
the most pervasive and important hid-
den ~nsequences. Geringer-Woititz 
explains that respectful, accepting 
and concerned treatment from signifi: 
cant others is how children are able to 
build their self-esteem. "It is logical 
to assume that the inconsistency of the 
presen~ of these conditions in an 
alcoholic home would negatively in-
fluence one's ability to feel good 
about him or herself." -
These traits are not limited at all to 
only adult CoAs. Those who have liv-
ed in families with other compulsive 
behaviors also tend to identify with 
the same characteristics. These 
behaviors extend into many family 
make>-ups: gambling, drug abuse 
overeating, experiencing chronic il~ 
lness, profound religious attitudes 
having been adopted, having lived i~ 
foster care or in other potentially 
dysfunctional systems. 
Counseling 
Adult children of alcoholics and 
those from dysfunctional families 
sometimes seek special treatment from 
a therapist specializing in this field. 
Some also are part of special support 
groups. 
For students there is a group on 
campus run through the Counseling 
Center. There are also meetings 
downtown which follow the 
Alcoholics Anonymous 12-step plan 
to recovery. They are free and open 
to anyone who is a child of an 
alcoholic or from a dysfunctional 
family. To find out more call the 






COME to an information 
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LEARN about London Center : 
A manm10gram 1s a safe, low-dose X-ra\' that can detect breast cancer 
before there's a lump. In other words, it could saw rnur life and \'our brc:u.t. 
If you're a woman over 35, be sure to scheduk ~ manunogra'm. 
courses, internships, : 
excursions, and student life. * 
~ seco~d hour each evening : 
Unless you're still not convinced of its unportana·. 
In which case, you need more than just 
your breast examined. IAMERiCAN 
WCANCER fSOCIElY-Fmd the time. Have a manm,ogram. 
( 11\l' \ I }lJr,.c.•lf dJl' l h,lllll tlt ,l llf~ l\1111,. 
1i:nmediately following the ses- * 
s1ons above will focus on study : 
abrnad elsewhere. . I} 
I} 
BRING your friends. See you * 
.,. there! j. * 
* ; I} 
.,. I} 
.,. Sponsored by the · . * 
: Office of International ! 
.,. Programs . . i:> 
~v**~vvv~vv~~vv~~~v• ~ 
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Celebrating 'the 4th of July 0 nn 
This is the second of a two part series. 
BY CHRIS LEE 
Irkutsk, Siberia is farther from 
Moscow than California is from 
Maine. 11ze poeple are different, the 
weather is much colder (38 degrees in 
July), and generally it's a side of the 
Soviet Union that most people don't 
see. Let's/ace it, Siberia is not high 
on the list of vacation spots. 
Yet, their culture is fascinating. 
F,shermen stand in the waters of Lake 
Baikal, casting their lines off into the 
clear water. Young village children 
ride bikes along the shore of the lake, 
while young lovers cuddle on the park · 
benches. Very different than the busy 
city life of Mo.srow or Leningrad. 
Day9 
Today is the 4th of July! Hooray! 
Couldn't stand sitting around the 
hotel room with Tony anymore. Had 
to get out-do something. I took my 
camera and walked across the street 
to the steps by the lake. There were 
the same two girls I had met yester-
day. It's great that ,hese people can 
just relax and not always have to be 
doing something. 
I walked over and sat with them. I 
really love the atmosphere here. These 
girls looked so healthy and full of 
energy. It was so quiet. All we could 
hear was the sound of the fishermen 
reeling in their lines to cast off again. 
After awhile, this guy my age, 21, 
named Artiome, came over to sit with 
us. He acted as a translator for me 
and the rest of the group, which was 
increasing in size. One of the girls, her 
name was Tila, took off her necklace 
and put it around my neck. I couldn't 
believe this. I kept asking her if it was 
k . "d '" a gift and she ept saying, a. 
(Russian workd for "yes"). I asked 
Artiome to tell her that it was a 
beautiful chain. She smiled and put 
her arms around me saying, "nice 
American friend." 
We then went over to the outside 
bar at the Intourist hotel and Artiome 
bought me some kind of RU5.5ian beer. 
UZBEK WOMEN: Anfvlng from prayer at ancient mosque In Samarkard. The long, Dowered, silk clothes 
are common in this region of U.S.S.R. 
Senior Class 
Sept 30-
semor happy hour in the pub 
From 4pm-7pm 
Oct 1-
senior Class and 
Alumni Relations sponsor 
a happy hour in the p'21.b 
Fro~ 4pm-7pm 
·,e. 
I gave them some American 
magazines I had brought with me. It 
was funny to see the guys all gathered 
around, mesmerized, reading 
Cosmopolitan! l gave Artiome a 
1950's Rock and Roll tape. He 
hadn't heard of Chuck Berry. Poor 
kid. . -
They also gave me stuff: a Soviet 
flag, pins, some drawings, etc. By this 
time it was around 7:30pm so I told 
them to meet me in the hotel 
restaurant in an hour. We'll hang 
out, get a drink, whatever. Artiome 
laughed and said, "We show 
you ... to a ... party ... Siberia!" 
An hour later I met up with Ar-
tiome and the rest of my new friends 
in the front of the restaurant. The 
waiter was giving them trouble about 
getting a table, being that only 
Americans could eat in an lntourist 
restaurant. I started to make very 
vocal demands, shouting that I was 
with them and Artiome was my long 
lost cousin. 
We got a table near the dance floor. 
The two girls I'd met yesterday were 
there; Eiana and Tila. Eiana was my 
age and had lived in Irkutsk her en-
tire life. She was really cute with 
brown hair and brown eyes. My 
friend Tony was trying to talk to Ttla, 
but was reduced to hand gestures. 
Artiome ordered vodka and offered 
the first toast to America and a hap-
'PY 4th of July. "Peace forever," he 
said. That was wild! We took pictures 
and talked about our families and· 
lifestyles. About movies (they saw an 
illegal taped copy of Rocky IV and 
thought it was stupid), music, and 
college. 
Our second toast was made by me-
-I said, "To the wonderful Russian 
people." Eiana ordered Tony and I 
some caviar. I hate the stuff, but ate 
it anyway and thanked her. She and 
Tila couldn't stop giggling. 
The live band in the restaurant 
played I Just Called to Soy I love You, 
by Stevie Wonder. I was trvinl! to ex-
plain the words to Artiome but the 
vodka was making that difficult. 
Then they played Chuck Berry's 
Johnny B. Goode. I shouted to Ar-
tiome that this song was on the tape 
I gave him. 
Eiana grabbed my hand and pull-
ed me on to the dance floor. I tried 
my best to show her some American 
moves. I told her she should be on 
American Bandstand! Trying to ex-
plain that to her was too difficult, so 
we slow danced instead. 
We sat down, ordered another 
bottle of vodka, and talked some 
more. My friend Roland, from yester-
day, joined us. I suggested that we go 
up to our room and play a game of 
Kopecks (Russian coins-can be used 
in place of quarters!) But everyone 
became parauoid. Russians are not 
allowed up in the tourist's rooms 
after II :30pm, and even before that 
time they must show their passport 
and fill out some papers at the front 
desk. Ridiculous. These stupid rules 
made me mad! 
Therefore Roland, Artiome, Eiana, 
Tila, another Russian girl, Tony, and 
I left the hotel to go across the street 
to sit by the river. I had brought my 
Ithaca College shot glass for such an 
occasion, while everyone else had 
taken glasses from the hotel. I had a 
bottle of Kentucky whiskey which I 
had brought into the country along 
with the Southern Comfort. So Tony, 
Roland, Artiome and I made a toast 
to the guys. Then we all made a toast 
to the girls. That's how Russians 
drink, by constantly making toasts. 
I gave Tila my shot glass as a gift, 
as she had given me the necklace. We 
also talked for awhile about what 
Americans thought of the Soviet 
Union. I told them the truth; most 
Americans know verv little about 
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Ithacan Inquirer 
<Qunestion: What changes have yollll 
~teteilll iiPB IC since _you eraduated? 
---·,·7.,.- -
Chris Wheatley 
'81 Planned studies major 
Manager of Radio Operations 
It seems like a bigger institution. Academically its improved, there 
is a wider range of academic opportunities. 
Christopher Knauer 
'76 Philosophy major 
Assistant Registrar 
The growth in the number of students, the facilities, academic 
programs and the resources on campus. the new School of Com-
munications and the new dormatory are further evidence of 
growth. 
, ,.;#\I• n r ... , 1 ....... 
~ ·~ - ........ ; - ..... 
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Churches help parents find 
weekend accommodations 
BY KAREN HORN 
Parent's Weekend is rapidly ap-
proaching and many students are 
discovering that there aren't many 
places left for their parents to stay. 
The local churches in the Ithaca 
area have decided to come into the 
picture to help Lfi.e parents of college 
students. A program called Town & 
Gown Hospitality has been establish-
ed this year to help fill the gap. 
Providing a service 
minute if they are able to attend and 
by then there are no vacancies in area 
hotels. 
A new experience 
Town & Gown Hospitality has ex-
isted for three years now but this is the 
first year that it is involved with 
Parent's Weekend. The area churches 
are promoting this program by runn-
ing notices in their newsletters that 
reach local families and with their 
flyer services in the churches. 
Rose Johnson, a member of St. 
Paul's Methodist Ouuch, commented 
on the program, "I think it's a 
wonderful idea. I've always been in-
terested in the students and this is 
another way to help them." Johnson 
also described the prog~am 
" th as ano er way to meet people ,, E 
though this will be the first year~~~ 
the program, Johnson has high hopes 
for SUcces.5. 
Any student whoSe parents need a 
place to stay for Parent's Weekend 
Oct. ~30 are encouraged by Barbara 
Levatich to contact her at 
607-539-7049 as soon as possible and 
right up until the week of Parent's 
WCt:kend for more information, 
details, and reservations. 
This program involves members of 
area churches such as St. Paul's 
United Methodist and the 
Presbyterian Church. The members 
act as host families who provide bed 
and breakfast accomodations for the 
parents of college students. 
The host family donates a bedroom • I) @I)@) ~ 8 •••• ·-· ••• @ ® Q @ 
and a light breakfast for $50 per room 
per night. That $50 is then donated to 8 @ 
the area college campus ministries. -@ \TTENTION I C 0 
Barbara Levatich, the coordinator of ~ • • • \iiJil 
this program.said, "Wearcproviding 'ili1 STUDENTS Q 
a service that benefits the area college @ Q 
cam nus ministries." <, Town a n d Gown Ho s p i ta l i t y 0 ~ can find Bed and Breakfast ; 
C) accommodations for your parents 0 0 0 
'I think it's 
wonderful idea' 
a O for 0 
She also feels that the host family 
gains much pleasure from entertain-
ing the guests and the guests 
themselves receive a real personal 
touch to their visit. Levatich con-
tinued to say that th.is is a means for 
some families to attend Parent's 
Weekend due to the higher costs and 
unavailability of hotels. Also, some 
parents do not know until the last 
® 0 0 , __ PARENTS' WEEKEND Q 
® ,.,·[, e 
October 28 and 29 @ 0 
~ ~ 
~ G (I Call: B. Levatich C9 
. ~ @) (607) 539-7049 @ 
• ® 
···················® TIRED.OF ALL THAT WAIT? 
1f a.lke advantage of the 
Cconrnell Federal Credit 
TIJmiii@Im Waiitt Reducing Pla1IID 
SUGGESTED MENU: 
ID>llREClr IDIEPOSIT of Nett Payc:h.eclk ... 
SIGN-UP: Students register to vote this week in the Campos Center lobby. 
It's easy. Just sign up at your payroll office. Then go to any office of the 
Cornell Federal Credit Union to fill out a distribution card. Poycheck 
may be distributed to your CFCU Accounts af your discretion. 
r He~ Sav"';f h;'i;~';;r'/':nme~U;J"111' m~~~~:1-~AN ClHIIEC!KllNG ACCOUNT) ••• 
aw O No mm1mum balance required 
ra ~NVIRONMENT I O No service charges C No mainte!lance fees ~ __ ; ir.J . _ '• 11 oCarbonlesscopyofeachcheckyouwritetNomore(orgetlinglowhomorhowmuch?) 0 EARNS DIVIDENDS EACH MONTH (Minimum 5.4% APJR) l l'-..WARENE~s O OVERDRAFT PROTECTION FROM SHAK~ r~,· n . -. · .. -o c::; w_ ith: I IQI TIDADTW v Automated TeBler Machines (ATM)· 
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London calling Student fall§ 
Jin.to gOrgte BY ANDREA PHILLIPPI 
"It's the best thing you'll ever do. 
You'll learn an increchble amount, 
and your perspectives on everything 
will change," said senior biology ma-
jor Rebecca Wightman about her ex-
periences at the London Center dur-
ing the 1987 fall semester. 
Wightman did not know who she 
was going to Jive with when she arriv-
ed in London. "It was really very 
scary going over. Everything forces 
you into taking responsibilities," she 
said, adding, "AT first I was like, 
'What am I going to do now?"' 
Locating homing 
Although Ithaca provides housing 
for freshmen studying in London, all 
other students are expected to find 
their own Jiving arrangements after ar-
rival. David L. Dresser, the new direc-
tor of international programs, said 
"The best way to get to know the 
British community is by living among 
them." He added, "it is a great 
developmental opportunity." At any 
given time there are approximately 
200 students attending the Ithaca Col-
lege London Center. Students from all 
over the country and all over the 
world attend the center in London. 
Wightman ended up living with 
three other women in an apartment, 
a flat to the British. Most students 
chose to live in a flat, but there are op-
portunities to live with a British fami-
ly. The actual Ithaca Center in Lon-
don is a restored Victorian mansion 
in South Kensington. 
The tuition for the London Center 
remains the same, but the room and 
board cost is $2350, compared with 
$3700 for the New York campus. This 
estimated cost, however, does not in-
clude the flight from New York City 
to London (approximately $750) or 
the cost of the five day hotel stay while 
acquiring housing (approximately 
$350). 
Financial strains 
Dresser said, "The economic dif-
ficulties may be discouraging people 
from going." He admits that the trip 
may be a major financial strain for 
some. "It is an experience worth 
almost any amount of money. It all 
depends on how extravagant or frugal 
you are with your funds," he said. 
"I spent loads of money," said 
Wightman. "I went to Italy and 
Switzerland over my fall break, and 
I have to admit that I wasn't exactly 
economical with my grocery 
shopping." 
One major financial problem that 
all travellers must face is the exchange 
rate. When the value of the American 
dollar is dropping, it may be that 
$ I. 75 American money is equal to one 
British pound. Financial help may be 
acquired through the $500 London 
assistance grant, or through work-
study. Any students hoping to get a 
job through work-study must apply 
for working papers while still in the 
United States. 
Course choices 
Students studying in London have 
a wide range of courses to choose 
from, and the majority are taught by 
British faculty. Many courses incor-
porate field trips to museums and 
plays as part of the curriculum. 
Wightman took her first art history 
class in London. "British art and ar-
chitecture was a great class. We went 
to see statues, buildings and private 
homes." An additional feature of 
London classes is that they are 
scheduled only for Monday through 
Thursday. Many students take advan-
tage of the Jong weekends to travel. 
Handcrafted 100% 
Wool & Cotton Sweaters 
From Ecuador & Peru 
':. ·. ~ . 
Some travel on their own, while 
others travel in small groups. Trips 
can be arranged through the college 
or through a London travel agency. 
Some of the places visited by students 
last year include Paris, Athens, 
Florence. Ireland, Switz.erland and 
Stratford on Avon. 
$~ V aientiiIDl® 
Tamra Winnick visited London last 
spring and encourages all students to 
go. "You will learn more about 
yourself and about the world than you 
probably want to know." For the stu-
dent hesitant about travelling she says, 
"Go in with the attitude I'm going to 
Jove this every day. Just get out there 
and be the best you can be. Soon peo-
ple will see you as an individual rather 
than an American." 
Adventurous journey 
Dresser has never heard of a stu-
dent who was unhappy that they 
went. "I guess the qualities that I see 
in most students are inquisitiveness, 
openmindedness and a sense of 
adventure. It's a fantastic part of 
higher education.'' 
An Ithaca College student was 
seriously injured on Sept. 17. Andrew 
Kalmanson, 18, fell 100 feet into the 
gorge near the Valentine Apartments. 
This is the second insident concerning 
an Ithaca College student this year. A 
male resident from Valentine Park, 
whose name has not been released, 
broke his arm in another fall. "Poor 
judgement was to blame in both 
cases," says John Oblak, vice presi-
dent of student affairs and campus 
life. 
Kalmanson, a freshman at Ithaca 
College, was injured after he and his 
friend decided to take a shortcut. 
Kalrnanson decided to jump a fence 
and in doing so he 4ipped over a wire 
and twnbled head over heels 100 feet 
before coming to a stop. "Rumors say 
I was drunk, but I wasn't," Kalman-
son says. 
Saint Josephs Hospital in Elmira. 
"Ithaca College students must be 
aware there are professionals trained 
in treating gorge accidents," says 
Oblak. He says an overconfident 
attitude-"! know what I'm doing," 
or "I'll do what l please," can make 
a visit to a gorge an unpleasant 
experience. 
The New York State Office of 
Parks, Recreation and Historic preser-
vation spokesperron offers some safe-
ty advice. Common sense and 
awareness are the most beneficial, he 
says, adding that one should pay at-
tention to the posted signs, stay on 
designated trails, and not take 
needless chances, 
The greatest dangers are found in 
and around the gorge areas, he says. 
The primary causes of injury results 
'Go in with the at-
titude I'm going to 
love this every day' 
'Poor judgment was to blame 1n 
both cases·, 
"People won't recognize you when 
you come home. Because London is 
so international, you will be forced to 
put 'your political views under a 
microscope," said Wightman. She 
hopes to attend medical school in the 
fall, but is eager to return to London. 
"Oh, I'm going back. That's not the 
issue. The only question is when." 
Kalmanson suffered a concussron 
and a laceration to the forehead that 
required sixteen stitches to close the 
wound. He also had a stick penetrate 
his face, which required plastic 
surgery to heal. "Doctors and Security 
Officers told me I should have been 
dead," says Kalmanson, "I was 
lucky." 
from park visitors who do not obey 
posted rules and regulations and 
wander off the designated trails. 
William J. Chapin, an Ithaca Col-
lege Safety and Security Officer, and 
part-time park police officer, died in 
the gorge at Buttennilk Falls State 
Park on March 15, 1986, in an at-
tempt to save a Cornell student who 
fell into the gorge. The student also 
died. 
Kahnanson is still feeling the effects 
of his fall with minor headaches and 
stiffness. He was treated at the IC 
Health Center and then transferred to Michael Nellon 
Soviet 
. from page 3 . 
them. Artiome asked me, "What does everyone 
think of us as the h?d guys?'' I shook my head 
and said that I honestly didn't know. He got 
up and walked over to talk to Tony, who was 
busy with the quarters game: 
Eiana sat down next to me, and kissed me. 
We stared at each other for awhile. Then we 
both broke out laughing. We couldn't speak 
each other's language. We were from opposite 
ends of the Earth. But who the hell reallv c:arP<:? 
By this time the whiskey bottle was close to 
empty and my Russian friends were too drunk 
to care about hotel security, so we decided to 
go into the hotel bar and dance for awhile. The 
guard at the door demanded our passports and 
hotel cards. I put my arm around Eiana and 
in a loud drunken voice, shouted at the door-
man that she was my wife. I think it worked, 
he just waved his ann and we went inside. 
We all went down to thee hotel bar where 
a large group of people were hanging out 
clelbrating the 4th. There were some American 
tourists there, as well as Gennans, French, and 
a few Italians. Several people were dancing, but 
the majority were sitting around just drinking. 
They were playing American music so I danc-
ed with Tila and Eiana some more. Some of 
the Americans were waving small American 
flags around, yelling in drunk, hoarse voices, 
"God bless America!" and "Happy 4th!" 
A German guy was sitting in back with a 
walkman on. I looked at his cassettes and saw 
he had the first Sting album. I suddenly had 
an idea. Grabbing his tape, I jumped over the 
bar. Taking the bartenders tape out of the 
machine, I put in the Sting tape, rewinding it 
to_ the son_g, Russians. 
When the song came on, everybody cheered 
and ran onto the dance floor to slow dance. 
Some of the people knew the words and sang 
along. I explained to Eiana that this was a song 
about the problems with the Soviet and 
American leaders. She didn't understand the 
words. Yet, it was an incredible moment. We 
all danced close and when the song was over, 
the entire place was silent. 
If there is one thing I learned from this trip, 
it's that governments are terrible indications of 
people. I had many similar experiences in other 
Soviet cities such as Tashkent, Samarkand, 
Bukhara, and Leningrad. One can learn a Jot 
. from traveling. Get out of the college classroom 
and see as much as you can of the world. One 
can't find these experiences in textbooks or 
lectures. 
You want to know something? Russian 
students know the difference. They know what 
we have and what they don't have. Many of 
them will never be able to see the world; never 
be able to know anything outside of their clos-
ed off society. Yes, the country is changing. 
Western ideas are becoming a lot more ac-
cepted. But they still have a long way to go. 
~·:HOUSE- ·OF SHALl"MAR 
- . 
BACK AT HOfEL: Not too concerned about hotel securityf From left: Myself, Helen, Artiome, 
--~ 
Downtown on the lthaca.Common_s : 273-7939 Tila,andTony . . . 
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Crowded house Talking 
H • h.- ·us ous1ng crunc; .· rema1 from page 1 "I want to get Cornell involved " h "d Sh ' s e sru • e wants to increase IC stu~ts' awareness of Cornell life and 
especially Cornell students' awareness 
of IC life. Ttus year, many changes have oc-
curred in the housing situation for 
new freshmen. Most are a result of 
over-enrollment that occurred because 
more accepted freshmen decided to 
come to Ithaca than expected. Accor-
ding to John Zeller, vice president for 
college relations and resource develop-
ment, acceptance figures were based 
on last year's figures. 
The incoming freshmen class is 
comprised of approximately 1700 
students, the largest ever to enter 
Ithaca College. The total enrollment 
at Ithaca has risen to about 6000 
students, according to David Maley of 
college relations. 
Valentine Park 
The most 'significant step that the 
college has taken to house the increas-
ed nwnber of students is the addition 
of the Valentine Park Apartments 
which are rented by Ithaca College on 
East Hill. 
The hosts~ who trade off shows 
weekly, ~th have experience on iCB-
TV. Juru~r Fred Martino, who hosted 
the premiere ~:oadcast, anchors on 
the Sunday editions _of Newswatch 13. 
Sophomore Jackie Mejia, the other 
host, most recently reported for ICB-
TV's Panorama. 
Eptamenitis is confident that 
Ithaca's Talking will encourage more 
students to watch ICB-TV 
But Martino_ stressed the impor-
~oe of the audience and its participa-
bo~. All are welcome to attend the 
tapmgs every Sunday at 2:45pm in 
Studio A of Dillingham Center. 
Airing last Sunday night and 
tonight~ the second show discusses 
fraternity hazing. Filming this Sun-
day, I>~ Chief Harlin McEwen and 
Alderwoman Susan Cummings will 
discuss illegal drugs in Ithaca. Future 
topi~~clude date and marital rape, 
alcqhoJjsm on campus and scientific 
. researcf~i~:.Comell. 
These apartments house 280 
freshmen and are intended for IC 
housing this year only, until the 
opening of the new residence hall 
which is scheduled for next fall. 
Those students in Valentine Park 
will receive first choice of rooms in 
the new hall. 
llHACAN/STEVEN UJIOWDZ 
CRAMPED: Even with new lofts in triples, freshmen continue to live in close-quarters. 
Because of the Valentine Apart-
ments, the college did not have to 
house a large number of students in 
Residence Hall lounges as.it has done 
in the past few years. Last year, vir-
tually every study lounge in the quads 
and both the study and television 
lounges in most of the terraces were 
used to house freshmen. Many were 
used for the entire fall semester. 
Lounge-housing declines 
This year, however, only 30 
students lived in lounges, and all have 
already received new room 
assignments, according to Richard 
Couch er, assistant director of residen-
tial life. This will provide them with 
more desirable living arrangements 
and allow the lounges to be available 
for the common use of each hall's 
residents. 
Many former double rooms in the 
quads, towers, and terraces, have been 
converted to triples as another alter-
native to the use of lounges. These 
triples are considered extended hous-
ing and their inhabitants will receive 
the opportunity for one student in 
Men's Styling 
ROTC cuts 
each to leave as space becomes 
available elsewhere on campus. 
East Tower undesignated triples 
Jennifer Scott, a resident of one of 
the new triples in the East Tower, says 
that although she likes both of her 
roommates, the physical set-up of 
such a small area for three people 
causes some tension between them 
that might not exist if they had more 
space. 
In order to compensate for the 
cramped space in the new triples, new 
lofts have been put in these rooms. 
Underneath each loft, which is a bed 
suspended about six feet off the floor, 
enough additonal floor space exists 
for another bed or a desk and dresser. 
Those residents who are housed in 
these rooms, as well as the previously 
existing triples in the quads and towers 
will be offered an extended housing 
rebate of $196 if they are not re-
assigned within the first three weeks 
of the semester. 
The large L-shaped triples in the 
terraces are no longer considered ex-
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at 9:00pm 
cupents will not receive the opportuni-
ty to be re-assigned. Instead each is 
paying a new reduced triples rate. 
These rooms lost their designation as 
extended housing because of their 
large size. 
Freshmen housing has also been ex-
tended to more apartments in the 
Hudson Heights, which up to two 
years ago housed virtually all upper-
classmen. 
Those students who were not eligi-
ble for guaranteed housing were 
able to apply to live on campus, but 
will only be offered a space after 
every freshman living in extended 
housing is offered an opening. 
Despite the existence of over- Ul 
Transfers and re-admitted students 
The college continues to offer 
guaranteed housing to all freshmen 
and returning students. However, 
because of the limited space housing 
was not offered to most students 
transferring into Ithaca from other 
colleges or to any students re-admitted 
to Ithaca College after having been 
suspended. 
.crowding remaining on campus, the 
college's steps this year have 
significantly reduced some of the pro-
blems that have plagued the college 
for the past few years, such as motel 
and lounge-housing. 
273-5445 
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Our Four 
HE[LJ~0 WANTED PART=TIME 
EVENINGS · 
We need! 15 people to work part-time from OlUlu" 
telephone sales office for major daily newspapers 
5:15-9:15 evenings and Saturday mornings-
No experience necessary, we will train. 
-Guaranteed hourly pay 8 A · - onuses 
- pprox1mately 24 hours per week C . . 
-Pleasant working conditions - omm1ss1ons 
For a~- -~-~~~r~iew contact MS GIBBS 272_4334 3-Spm 
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IRV LEWIS CAMPUS OPEN . HOUSE 
r------IHURS., SEPT. 29 m SAT.~ OC1fa 1i::::=:c:m:=:~~~~ 
NOW IS THE TIME TO GET 
ACQUAINTED OR RIE-ACQUAIN'il'ED 
WITH OUR STORE. 
ALL NEW FALL AND WINTER fASHIONS 
HAVE ARRIVED. 
EXPLORE OUR "SHOP Wll1THIN A SHOl?'p 
CONCEPT FEATURING: 
I.I. LEWIS - RUGGED OUTDOOR 
FASHIONS CRAFTED BY RUFF HEWN, 
BRITISH KHAKI & BOSTON TRADER. 
METRO - SPORTSWEAR FASHIONS FOR 
THE CONTEMPORARY CUSTOMER 
FEATURING GENERRA, NAUTICA, 
TOMMY HILFIGER, TONY LAMBERT, 
R.G. BROWN & EDWIN. 
POLO - ITHACA'S ONLY. "POLO" 
BOUTIQUE, FEATURING THE UPDATED 
CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS OF 
RALPH LAUREN, OUTERWEAR, SWEATERS, 
TIES, KNIT SHIRTS & RUGGED PANTS. 
UOMO ITALIA - EXECUTIVE SUITING BY 
FASHION LEADERS SUCH AS -
GIORGIO ARMAN! & ANDREW FEZZA. 
ZIGGY'S - OUR NEWEST AND BRIGHTEST 
HOME FOR MEN'S CONTEMPORARY 
FASHIONS WITH BLENDED COLLECTIONS 
FROM BASCO, AXIS, PARALLAX, 
REUNION, MEXX, HEARTLAND, 
BILL DITFORT & GIRBAUD. 
~--OPEN HOUSE SPECIALS~=====:! 
BUY 1 ITEM AT REGULAR PRICE, GET 2ND ITEM AT 30% OFF 
ANY DRESS SHIRT O ANY TIE 0 . ANY SWEATER O ANY CASUAL PANT O ANY SPORTSHIRT 
(2nd ITEM MUST BE OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE AND FROM THE SAME CATEGORY) 
ENTIRE STOCK OF FALL OUTERWEAR i O .. 30% Off 
GREAT SAVINGS ON DOWN JACKETS & PARKAS, LEATHER JACKETS & MORE. 
NAUTICA o MIRAGE 0 M. JULIAN ° ESPIONAGE O EXPEDITION ° LUXADOR O WOOLRICH 
i 00% COMBED COTTON TURTLENECKS (i4 ·coLORS) 
ORIG. s 19oo NOW s1599 
COME IN TODAY. YOU'LL FIND CAREFULLY HAND PICKED MERCHANDISE - LOOKS 
THAT CARRY YOU FROM THAT EARLY A.M_. CLASS TO AN EVENING FORMAL 
AND ALL OCCASIONS IN BETWEEN. 
P. S. - JOIN US ON SAT.g OCT. i !FOR REFRESHM~N1TS 
JR\/ LEWIS~~ lmmm=i=====o-=N~TH-_.E1111aCOMMONS Cl) OPEN 'TIL 9 P. M. THURS. & FRI. \ 
- - ' -- --·- - - - -- - - - . - ---· -
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Voter Registration Week 
National Deaf Awareness Week, 
For More Information, Contact 
Students of Sign Lang112ge at Ithaca 
College. 
School of Communications 
Photography Gallery presents 
"Mexicali," by Meg Ryan, Ground 
Floor, Dillingham Center, 8:30 am 
to 5:00 pm. 
Department of Philosophy Discus-
sion Group South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 8:30 to 9:15 am. 
'Handwerker Gallery presents 
1"Vanishing Point," First Floor, 
Gannett Center, 9:00 am to 5:00 
pm. 
Alcohol and Drug F.clucation Com-
:mittee Weekly Meeting Conference 
Room, Campus Center, Noon to 
1:00 pm. 
Campus Activities Advisors 
Workshop South Meeting R<iom, 
Campus Center, Noon to 1:00 pm.· 
1Women's Varsity Soccer at. William 
Smith, 3:30 pm. 
'career Planning Graduate School 
1Workshop South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 4:00 pm. 
'"The Years Between the Wars: 
1919-39" Film Hallelujah, I'm a 
Bum (1939), Discussant Jay Gem-
ski, Textor 102, 7:00 pm. 
Students of Sign Language Weekly 
Meeting DeMotte Room, Campus 
Center, 7:00 to 8:00 pm. 
Physical Therapy Association 
Meeting North Meeting Room, 7:00 
pm. 
Young Americans For Freedom 
film, discussion, "Oliver North --
Fight for Freedom," Textor 101, 
7:30 to 9:30 pm. 
, Women's Vollyball at Juniata In-
vitational, 4:00 pm. 
Physical Therapy Picnic Union 
Quad, 4:00 pm. 
Hillel Religious Service "Reform 
Group," South Meetng Room, 
Campus Center, 6:00 to 7:00 pm. 
"Mind, Body, and Performance" 
series workshop on the Alexander 
Technique for changing ineffective 
and stressful body habits, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 7:00 
pm. 
SAD Films present D.O.A., Textor 
102, 7:00 and 9:30 pm. 
Dayspring Prayer and Worship 
Meeting South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 7:00 to 9:00 pm. 
Ithaca College Christian Forum 
Meeting of Christians, for 
Fellowship and Worship DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center, 7:3Q to 9:30 
pm. " 
Wind Ensemble In Concert Ford 
Auditorium, 8:15 pm. 
·§A 1['1lJRJI)) A Y 
OCTOBER n 
HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
Department of Sociology One Day 
Conference Emerson Suites, Cam-
pus Center, 8:00 am and 4:00 pm. 
Women's and Men's Varsity Cross 
Country at LeMoyne 
Women's Vollyball at Juniata In-
vitational, 10:00 am. 
Women's Varsity Soccer vs. RIT, 
Noon. 
Varsity Field Hockey vs. Messiah, 
1:00 pm. 
Varsity Football vs. Springfield Col-
lege, 1:30 pm. 
Varsity Men's Soccer vs. St. 
Gamma Delta Pi Rush Party Clark Lawrence, 2:00 pm. 
Lounge, Campus Center, 8:00 to, 
Junior Voice Recital Marie San-10:00 pm. d' . 2 00 tratello, Ford Au 1tonum, : pm. 
Non-Denominational Meditation 
Muller Chapel, 6:00 to 7:00 pm. 
Faculty Recital Patrice Pastore, 
Soprano, Ford Auditorium, 8: 15 
pm. 
English Club Meeting Textor 103, 
8:15 pm. 
JFRJIIl)) A y 
SlEPTlEMBJEJR Jij 
School of Communications 
Photography Gallery presents 
!"Mexicali," by Meg Ryan, Ground 
1 Floor, Dillingham Center, 8:30 am 
1 
to 5:00 pm. 
Shabbat Service Muller Chapel, 
6:00 pm. 
Shabbat Dinner Reservations re- · 
quired, 7:15 pm. 
Nature Walk "The Poetry of 
Potholes," Watkins Glen State 
Park,. 10:00am. 
Nature Walk "Layer Cake in 
Stone," Taughannock Falls State 
Park, 2:30 pm. 
Shabbat Service Muller Chapel, 
10:30 am. 
Catholic Mass Muller Chapel, 6:00 
pm. 
Instrumental Concert SeriesWind 
Ensemble, Rodney Winther, Con-




Catholic Mass Muller Chapel, 10:15 
Handwerker Gallery presents . am and l :00 pm. 
"Vanishing Point," First Floor, 
Gannett Center, 9:00 am to 5:00 'Protestant Worship Service Muller 
pm. ~hapel, 11 :30 am. 
Residential Life Committee Meeting 
Conference Room, Campus Center, 
, 10:00 to II :00 am. 
Fall Golf vs. Binghamton, I :00 pm. 
Varsity Men's Soccer vs. Clarkson, 
Men's Varsity Baseball at Cornell, 
Noon. 
Women's Choral, Chorus, Choir, 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble in Concert : 
Ford Auditorium, 3:00 pm. 
SAD Films present / Walked With 
a Zombie, Textor 102, 7:00 and 9=30 
pm. 
GALA Weekly Meeting Laub 
Room, Muller Chapel, 7:30 pm. 
SAD Speakers present Morton 
Downey Jr., Tours America, Emer-
son Suites, Campus Center, 
8:00pm. 
Sigma Alpha Iota Meeting Lounge 
of Terrace 9A, 10:00 pm. 
MONDAY 
OCTOBER 3 
· Student Government Awareness 
Week 
School of Communications 
Photography Gallery presents 
I "Mexicali," by Meg Ryan, Ground 
Floor, Dillingham Center, 8:30 to 
5:00 pm. 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Vanishing Point," First Floor, 
Gannett Center, 9:00 am to 5:00 
pm. 
Career Planning and Resume 
Workshop South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 1:00 pm. 
Graduate Studies All-College 
Graduate Committee Meeting 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 3:00 to 5:00 pm. 
Women's Tennis vs. University of 
· Rochester, 4:00 pm. 
Career Planning On-Campus 
Recruitment Presentation Co?pe~~ 
• and Lybrand, "How to Interview, 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center, 
7:00 to 9:00 pm. 
Gamma Delta Pi Rush Party Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 8:00 to 
10:00 pm. 
Theater Arts present Holy Ghosts, 
Clark Theater, Dillingham Center, 
8:15 pm. 





* Are you wearing your pin? 
* . 
* I} 
* Student Government Awareness * 
* Week is Oct. 3-6. Tables will be in* 
* the Campus Center from 10:00 am * 
* to 2:00 pm. Students shoud stop by * 
* the tables and fill out a survey * 
STI"\\ A w * about campus life. Prizes and pro- : 'WJEDNE JUfi .ll. * motional items will be given away* 
OCTOBER 5 ! throughout the week. : 
. - . " ,, ! The Voter Registration Drive will* 
Last Day to Withdraw with W * continue in the Campus Center * 
from BLOCK I Courses __ . * through Friday, Sept. 30. Stop by ll 
• · . ,o. the table to register to vote. Thell 
School of Communications it Drive is sponsored by College ll 
• I} Photography Gallery presents it Democrats, College Republicans, * 
"Mexicali," by Meg Ryan, Ground * the Politics Club, and Student ll 
Floor, Dillingham Center, 8:30 am : Government. ll 
to 5:00 pm. * * * * * * • • -tr 11- • • -tr tr tr -tr 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Vanishing Point," First Floor, 
Gannett Center, 9:00 am to 5:00 
pm. 
Career Planning Majors and 
Careers workshop TBA, 10:50 am. 
Poetry Reading by Allen Hoey with 
Roxane Rix, Clark Lounge, Cam-
pus Center, 8: 15 pm. 
Residential Life Meeting (Staff In-
put Board), North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 1:00 to 2:00 pm. 
Women's Varsity Soccer vs. Cor-
. tland, 3:30 pm. 
Schol~rsbip 
i and InternshnJP) 
i Oppoffiinitie~ 
Students interested in the oppor-
tunities listed below can get more in-
formation from the Assistant Dean 
of their school or from the Career 
Planning and Placement Center, 
Gannett Center. 
WICB-FM General Staff Meeting 
North--Meeting Room, Campus. Varsity Field Hockey at Cortland, 
C t I 00 Pm 3:30 pm. 
New York State Assembly Intern 
Program Internships available for 
the spring 1989 semester. Applica-
tions must be submitted to Herma 
Williams, Assistant Provost, by 
Oct. 14. 
en er, : . 
Accounting Club General Meeting 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 7:00 to 8:00 pm. 
Investment Club Meeting 302 
Science Building, 8:00 pm. 
Women's Tennis vs. Cortland, 4:00 
pm. 
Residential Life R.A. Recruitment 
and Selection Committee Meeting 
South Meeting Room, Campus . 
Center, 4:00 to 5:00 pm. 
Ithaca College Forensic Association 
Weekly Meeting Conference Room, . Women's Volleyball at University 
Campus Center, 7:00 to 9:00 pm. of Rochester with Alfred, 6:00 pm. 
Hillel Student Board Meeting South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
9:00 to 11 :00pm. 
1I'UJES])) A Y 
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School of Communications . 
Photograhy Gallery presents "Mex-
icali," by Meg Ryan, Ground Floor, 
Dillingham Center, 8:30 am to 5:00 
pm. 
Handwerker Gallery presents 
"Vanishing Point," First Floor, 
Gannett Center, 9:00 am to 5:00 
pm. 
SAD Executive Board Meeting 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, Noon to 1:10 pm. 
Career Planning and Senior Services 
Workshop South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 4:00 pm. 
. . 
Medical Record Department Club 
Meetings Conference Room, Cam-
pus Center, 7;00 pm. 
Alpha Epsilon-Rho Meeting South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
, 9:00 to 10:00 pm. 
Premedicsl Science Advisory Com-
mittee Open Meeting 202 Science 
Building, 7:00 pm. 
·- -Student Government Congress 
Meeting North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 8:15 pm. 
The Prevention Network Weekly 
Meeting South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 4:00 to 5:00 pm. 
Gamma Delta Pi Rush Party Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 8:00 to 
10:00 pm. 
Theater Arts present Holy Ghosts, 
Clark Theater, Dillingham Center, 
8:15 pm. 
Concert Security Meeting North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
9:00 pm. 
· N ([))'Jf Il CE§ 
Graduating Seniors must file an ap-
plication for degree with the 
Registrar's Office, Job Hall. A 
review of major and minor re-
quirements will be completed at the 
time of application. Students plan-
ning to graduate in May 1989 
should register before Nov. 30. 
Countering Homophobia sponsored 
by Planned Parenthood. A 
workshop for teachers, counselors, 
youth workers, clergy, family life 
educators, and health ad human ser-
vice professionals will be held at the 
Best Western University Inn, Tues-
day, Oct. 4, from 9:00 am to 4:30 
pm. For more information call 
273-1526. ' 
Marshall Scholarships for 1989-90 
Scholarships for 2 years of degree 
oriented study at a British Univer 
sity. Bachelor's degree required and 
minium GPA of3.7 after freshman 
year. Application deadline is Oct 
15. 
Rhodes Scholarships for 1989-90 
Scholarships to study at Oxford 
University for 2 years after receipt 
of the Bachelor's Degree. Applica-
' tion deadline is Oct. 24. 
Fullbright-Hays Grants for 1989-90 
Grants for graduate study and 
research abroad. Bachelor's degree 
or equivalent required prior to 
receipt of grant. Application 
deadline is Nov. I . 
Harry S. Truman Scholarships 
Scholarships awarded to outstan-
ding students who possess leader-
ship ability and intend to pursue a 
career in government and related 
public service. Only sophomores arc 
eligible to apply. Application 
deadline is Nov. I. 
H & S Busiess Minor Applications 
Available H & S Students who want 
to apply for the business minor can 
pick up applications on eligibility at 
H & S Dean's Office, Muller 206, 
starting Sept. 22, 1988. Applications 
are due back in the H & S Dean's 
Office by October 19, _1988. 
Transfer to Business :Students who 
wish to transfer to the School of 
Business should submit applications 
to the Dean's Office, 430 Smiddy 
Hall, by Tuesday, Oct. 25. J:orms 
are available there. Applicants 
should have a cumulative grade 
point avenu~e of 2.5 or above. 
Antioch F.clucation Abroad offers 
programs in Comparative Urban 
Studies and Women's Studies in 
Europe, Budhist Studies in India, 
and German Studies in Tubingen. A 
representative of Antioch University 
will- be visiting Ithaca. College Tues-
,The Prevention Network Executive 4
:oo pm. Board and Speaker's Bureau Antioch Education Abroad 
Women's Tennis vs. Albany, 4:00 Meeting Phillips Room, Muller representative, 214 Muller Faculty 
Environmental Awareness Benefit day, Oct. 4: Interested students 
sponsored by the Ithaca College should meet Jo Ann Wallace, in the 
Politics Club will be held Wedesday Office of International Programs, 
.._P'--m_. ___________ _,c..,,.ha..,..pee:,;}..+.-.,..~j-f~S·~~,..,,-~:r--~i:>-l-~e-::::P,.....tn"-t . ...,.,·:'_...,·_..,,.~..,,._-.,,,.'_:..--· . _~e*~~};,~:~-~-tq:RQ~- ,--~-:_. 
~Jj .-"~~t -__!'" { •• 1·~· f .. : 1,-,}~-:~;p: , ·.· 
Oct. 5, 1988 at TJ TUESDAY'S at 214 Muller Faculty Center, at 9:00 
9~30 pm. , , ,or, 10:00 am that dar_. -- f. 
. ' ,._., .. ..._ ... -,~- .. ' ·····-#· ...... ., ....... ~· .. ·•••<t• .... , .... ,_,y ...... , ... ,c.,"·--, ......................... ,~ 
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Student§ wanted~ 
personaH ir~ward§ 
This past Saturday the Ithaca Bombers varsity foot-
ball team continued its winning start. The stands were 
filled with cheering Bomber fans as Ithaca triumphed over 
Alfred 27-14. 
Unfortunately in recent years the students support has 
not nearly , p~alleled with the performances the 
Bombers teams have given. We would like to see the 
same kind of turnout at every game that was ·evident · 
last Saturday. 
The Ithacan would like to extend its compliments to 
both the players and the fans for their winning perfor-
mances. We feel'if is important to show school spirit and 
to continue to ,sUpport all of our teams and clubs. It is 
not only our football team that we should come out and 
cheer for, but ·soccer, volleyball, basketball and all other 
teams as weU,, .... , 
Being a student, at IC, or any other college or universi-
ty, not only means going to classes and parties but also 
participating and spectating school events. It is one thing 
to have support from the college's overall administration, 
but to have our peers on the field and in the stands makes 
us strong and united. 
With homecoming this weekend the Ithacan feels you 
should come out once again and show your spirit and 
support. 
Students should also get involved in school clubs, in-
tramurals and attend individually sponsored events. 
Freshman and transfer students especially will find by get-
ting involved they will meet other students and explore 
new activities, as well as developing new interests. Ithaca 
College offers a wide variety of activities. Becoming ac-
tive in school events can be a lot of fun as well as per-
sonally rewarding. 
For information about upcoming events and establish-
ed clubs, check bulletin boards, flyers in your mailbox 
and listen to professors and friends. 
Keep up the spirit IC we need you as well as you needing 
us! 
Stacey Zalkin 
:!Editorial page editor 
Michael Davidson, Editor-in-chief 
Alison Lee, Managing Editor 
Brett P. Cooper, Business Manager 
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To the Editor: 
I can't believe it! Morton Downey 
is coming to IC to talk to us about the 
responsibility of the media. This man 
is the issue when two or more people 
meet to discuss media responsibility. 
He is second only to Geraldo Rivera 
(or is it Horrendous Revolver) in jour-
nalistic idiocy. Just when we think the 
SAB has gone as far as they can go 
with the Debbie Gibson incident, they 
decide to top that by inviting Mort 
and his "pit bull" talk show to spit all 
over the Emerson Suites. 
Mort Downey is an insult to every 
concerned member of the IC 
academic community. Bob Kurr, the 
NBC correspondent and keynote 
speaker of last years graduation, 
spoke of the appalling rating; war that 
is ruining the quality of television 
journalism. He pleaded and warned 
the new communications graduates 
not to fall into this trap. Now the 
school responds with MORT. When 
Mort was accused of creating his show 
only to capture ratings by appealing 
to the less intelligent viewers who can-
not understand the multi-syllable 
words that Ted Kopple uses, Mort 
mustered his powers of articulation 
and responded, "You bet your butt, 
buddy!" 
To make matters worse, SAB is 
paying this imbecile $8000 to bring his 
brawling style of speaking to our 
school. That's right, SCHOOL! Not 
country club, but school. For $8000 
we could have had a Presidential 
debate. We could have gotten any ar-
tist, writeror film maker we wanted. 
For $8000 God could have made an 
appearance, or for that matter, 
Woody Allen. 
But no, SAB wanted who they in-
vited to sell a lot of tickets rather than 
be a positive experience for us. Well, 
you got it SAB. Because the ticket 
lines are long and full of meatheads 
who decided they could forgo the 
Slugout for one night, maybe. Bravo! 
Bravo to IC, for forging ahead with 
education for the future. 
John D. Cozier 
Senior, F.con/Mgmt 
II})(!}) Il1l 9 ft figmi@Ii~ 
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To the Editor: 
Rape is forcing a woman to have 
sex after she has said no, even if there 
have been previous sexual encounters. 
Strangers, servicemen, husbands, 
fiances, boyfriends, best friends, or 
casual acquaintances are capable of 
rape. Rape is increasing in today's 
society, even on campuses. How can 
you protect yourself? 
1. Never go with a first date to his 
apartment, the parking lot, or a 
romantic drive alone. Double date. 
2. Be careful while using drugs or 
alcohol. People under the influence 
can act in unusual ways. Also, victims 
are reluctant to call police, while 
engaged in illegal activities. 
3. Any man, rich, popular, or a 
good student, is capable of rape. 
4. Run and scream if you sense 
danger. It's better to look silly than to 
be hurt. ·ery "Help! Police! Fire!," 
not rape, so neighbors don't ignore 
you. 
5. LIE! Say you have to go to the 
bathroom and run. Say you are preg-
nant and worried about the baby, or 
that you have a sexually transmittable 
disease. 
7. Never leave your doors unlock- their ways, sensitized to the pain they 
ed and NEVER walk alone at night. inflict, and quite fond of the grants 
8. If you are raped, REPORT it. they receive to perform these acts. 
Do not take a shower until you have , What many don't know, is that 
been examined by the police and a many of these experiments are often 
doctor. repeated, providing no new date, 
Suzanne Giffin 
JF rr@t <ecft ([)) Ulllf 
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To the Editor 
The Ithaca College Politics Club is 
sponsoring an environment 
Awareness Party-Wednesday, Oc-
tober 5, 1988 at TJ Tuesdays--at 
9:30pm. The band MILC will be per-
forming at the benefit to show their 
support for the environment. Also, 
speakers from various environmental 
protection agencies-such as the Sierra 
Club-will be present. 
Briefly, this effort is for many of 
the WILD untamed species (such as 
bears, elks, etc.) who need space and 
solitude to survive. They need the 
wilderness-the mountains, wetlands, 
forests, and wild rivers or else they will 
die. As we speak, acid rain, water 
pollution, and wilderness-wildlife 
refugee clearcutting are occuring. 
Other severe problems also exist which 
threaten the safety of our natural 
resources. 
Action must be taken NOW! We 
have to protect our wilderness and 
wildlife before they are gone-forever. 
Please come to the Environmental 
Awareness Party--Wed., Oct. 5, 
9:30pm, at TJ Tuesday's-and show 
your support with us. Your cover 
charge will be donated to the Sierra 
Club, Wilderness Society, and 
Wildlife Federation. Information on 
these organiz.ations will be provided 
for you at the door. Take part in the 
most significant awareness party of 
the year-and help us save what is 
most precious and most abused-the 
environment. . 
To the Editor: 
Ham L. Glick 
Politics '90 
Millions of lives have been sacrific-
ed in the name of "progression.'' The 
justification on the experimentation 
on animals is an issue which is certain-
ly becoming more prominent in our 
society. Ever since the first recorded 
act of vivisection in the late 1800's 
(cats, rats, dogs and rabbits heated to 
death), the scientific community has 
been running a wild goose chase 
marked by the painful deaths of hun-
dreds of millions of animals. The 
goals are scattered and vague, whether 
it be to reseach a new type of bullet 
(studying bone splinter patterns by 
shooting pig legs), 'educational' ad-
vancement (starving rats, as we do 
here at Iq, or just plain curiosity 
(microwaving dogs for no apparent 
reason). 
Experimentation on animals can be 
broken down into two general 
categories, "medical" and "non-
medical." 
simply a re-hash of already known, 
often useless information. It's a 
business, where financial grants take 
place over all. 
Of the experiments being perform-
ed for a "legitimate" goal, such as 
curing cancer, or researching 
alcoholism, we should ask ourselves 
this: Is it right to induce lung cancer 
in laboratory monkeys (by forcing 
smoke into their lungs) when not 
smoking would prevent more than 
half of the cases that exist? Alcohol 
related problems are studied by mak-
ing dogs alcoholics. Should we kill 
because of our own addictions, 
vanities and laziness? Moral question 
aside, look at the cats-animals are 
not humans, they have differing 
physiologies and much different en-
vironmental, emotional and physical 
factors affecting them. All these fac-
tors affect results, this data isn't only 
cruelly obtained, it's unreliable. 
By not pursuing the many alter-
natives available, scientists are 
perpetuating the needless, and useless 
misery that will keep medicine in a 
stone age. It's two steps backward for 
every one step forward. 
Non-medical experimentation is 
where human vanity and greed 
oversee some of the most hideous 
transgressions of morality. Rabbits 
forced to ingest Oorox, mice drown-
ed in cooking oil, monkeys poisoned 
with White Out. Hundreds of animals 
dying so a "New-Improved" label can 
be slapped on. There is no justifying 
cruelty for profit. 
Andrea Phillippi's article features 
a few viewpoints I'd like to address. 
Karen Kearny !ables herself "pro-
animal" yet finds vivisection both 
"necessary" and "interesting." 
I challenge her to convice me that 
starving rats is necessary, or that pour-
ing perfume on a rabbit's open skin 
is necessary. As for "interesting," sure 
it's all interesting. I can provide you 
with a videotape of a pig being 
blowtorched-very interesting material 
I can as.sure you. Especially interesting 
was the reason it was done: because 
the scientists thought it would be in-
teresting. Curiosity kills lots more 
than just cats Ms. Kearny. 
Robert Jenkins' laissez-faire at-
titude towards the subject is the same 
shared by many--the "someday, 
somebody will do something" 
attitude. 
The fact is, Mr. Jenkins, that it 
won't just go away. Yes, it is a bad 
dream, but it's up to you to wake up. 
Until such time as the scientific com-
munity realizes the alternatives to this 
wretched misery, it will go on. 
In the cellars of laboratories and 
universities across the country, 
animals will suffer needlessly, and un-
til that time that the cruelty is realiz-
ed, human life will be all the more 
cheaper. 
To the Editor: 
Brian Sack 
Cinema/Photo '90 
Homeles.511.ess is a growing problem 
under this Republican Administra-
tion. More people are falling under 
poverty level (which is a little over 
10,000 for a family of 4). Many 
statistics say about 30 million people 
live under poverty level. Many of 
them are homeless or need quality low 
income housing. In New York alone, 
there is an estimated ti0-80 thousand 
homeless people with only 22,000 
shelter bed5 and few low income hous-
ing projects (like in the case of 
Yonkers). 
6. DO NOT FIGHT an anned 
man. If he is unarmed, jab his eye or 
adam's ~ple, bend bru;k his little. 
finger, :8r>-idck' ~bidt·· iti;:his .:rlibsf .. 
The medical category is smaller but 
no less important. It is where man's· 
desire to better himself overwhelms 
ethics. In an attempt to preseive the 
life that we find so valuable, we 
destroy life that we deem lesser. In 
essence, we play God. We have 
cheapened life itself in our attempt to 
preserve, protect and understand it. 
The medical community has been 
hideously negligent. They have suc-
cessfully convinced the public that the 
crimes they commit are necessary, that 
should they be stopped from slicing, 
shocking, gassing, burning, maiming 
and destroying, all medical, progress 
will come \o .a ~ halt, 11te 
fact is, there :a:n; · my' alteinauves, . · 
The Reagan Administration has cut 
money for low incoming housing 
vulnerable spot .. HIS KNEE! The problem is the scientists are set in i.ee Homelessness page 10 
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from 32 billion in 1981 to 7.17 billion 
in 1986. With the increasing numbers 
of homeles.5 and poor, and decreasing 
available spaces, we've run into a ma-
jor problem. What solution does 
George Bush have? 
The Reagan and Bush people talk 
about the! low employment. Well in 
1979, there was 5.8 percent unemploy-
ment. Out of these unemployed, 
460,000 people were unemployed for 
over 26 weeks. In 1986 this number 
rose to 1.2 million. Thanks Ron. 
Reagan talks about 17 million new 
jobs. More than half of those jobs are 
said to pay under $7,000 a year. This 
might occur because the minimum 
wage hasn't been raised since 1981. 
Our country needs relief. First, we 
need more emergency homeless 
shelters. We also need homes for the 
mentally ill. We also need a Jong term 
vi~ of job training, raising the 
/ ,.----.tninimy.m wage and increasing our , education standard. 
·· We need a new era, not a Reagan-
Bush or a Bush-Quayle. 
Vote your conscious, your beliefs. 
Yott: Democratic. 
Harvey Epstein 
Politics/Social Studies '89 
A Jr(elhnmfttall 1@~ 
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To the F.ditor: 
After reviewing your letter to the 
Editor in last week's Ithacan, we were 
curious as to why you waited until 
then to complain about the change in 
the Fall final exam schedule. Where 
were these comments when we con-
ducted the Student Government 
Awareness Week and polled students 
by surveys on various issues? Were 
you at your Hall Council meeting 
when your Student Government Rep. 
asked for feedback on this particular 
issue? And, yes, many R.A. 's also 
polled sever~ people and brought 
these results to the Ithacan last 
February. 
Perhaps you personally feel incon-
vienced by our proposal but being a 
Monday morning quarterback is a 
simple thing; it is too easy to decide 
on Monday LI-tat you " 'coulda, 
'woulda, or 'shoulda" done 
something about the action that took 
place Sunday afternoon. If you want 
to play the game, deal with it while it 
is still going on-maybe next time you 
will understand that participation 
rather than a last-ditch criticism will 
take you a little further. 
The fact is, we were concerned 
about those students who had Friday 
exams which could possibly run late. 
These people might have been unable 
to get a flight or leave until Saturday 
and with all the last minute rushing to 
get home, safety was a legitmate 
worry (especially with Ithaca's · 
December weather). Perhaps then, we 
had more than 120 people's welfare 
in mind. On the other hand, did you 
even care to stop by the Student 
Government office to find what our 
rationale was? Maybe you should 
have. In doing this, you would also 
have discovered that both the religious 
holidays question and grace/study 
period are being researched and in-
vestigated. During the past few weeks, 
we have been questioning and speak-
ing to Faculty, students, the Registrar, 
the Provost, and the President, to 
name a few, on exactly these matters. 
Fmally, in 'closing, we would like to 
say that it is not difficult to see right 
through your ploy to initiate con-
troversy and therefore, fill space for 
the Ithacan. Your lack of profes-
sionalism is more than apparent. Pro-
voking conflict and putting Student 
Government, a pro-student-run and 
advocated organization, in the gutter 
to generate headlines is a damn poor 
excuse to manipulate and misinfonn 
· the entire campus. Not only does this 
make you look horrendous as Editor-
m . e It re ects on your 
entire paper. In the future, we would 
appreciate it very much if you did 
your homework rather than taking 
cheap shots. 
Steven Gildin 
'M-'89 Student Body President 
HarveyF,pstdn 
'87-'88 Student Body President 
Laurie Poupore 
Vice-President of Aredemics 
Response t«J> 
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To the Editor: 
I write in response to an article 
published in last weeks Ithacan. ·My 
message goes out to the writer of the 
article, the Ithacan who published it, 
and as important, you the reader. 
As a campus coordinator for the 
Dukakis/Bentsen campaign I am 
grateful for the positive and elaborate 
extent to which our "lift ofr' Com-
mittee to Elect Dukakis/Bentsen 
meeting was covered. My specific 
thanks to Barry Ritz, the writer, for 
a creative and well written article. 
Without condemning the writer or 
The Ithacan, I instead extend con-
structive advice for your benefit. And 
with that I introduce the reason why 
I write. 
Last week "Duke backers plan 
strategy" misquoted me. If you're 
saying "big deal" with sarcasm-it is 
a big deal. The quote read, " 'We 
have the material and the 
background,' said Winick, 'Our big-
gest need is motivated manpower.' " 
As a full-time committed feminist 
the use of "manpower" is obviously 
inconsister.t with my beliefs as well as 
a word I would never use inap-
propriately. An alternative would be 
personpower. I will refrain from argu-
ing "manpower's" political inclina-
tion. To humor you, those who know 
me thought it was nothing but funny. 
Nonetheless, on a larger scale this 
negligence would have been seriously 
condemned. 
For the editors of The Ithacan, you 
should realize that your credibility is 
at stake with every mistake. This time 
I offer you friendly criticism·· 
And finally the reader. You should 
be allerted. Realize that it is not always 
as you read, watch. or hear. Check 
your sources. I would rather see you 
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To the FAitor: 
In regards to your recent article on 
the Dukakis campaign, I am very 
disappointed to see this newpaper's 
standards slipping to the point of prin-
ting unsubstantiated rwnors and con-
jecture. It is ridiculous at this point in 
our career to find MILC's name us-
ed as a point of interest in a political 
article that is far removed from 
anything the band is about. It is even 
more ridiculous that a letter must be 
written defending our "political 
position." 
Getting started with the facts, it 
must be made clear that MILC's main 
purpose is entertainment-not political 
steering. While it is true that MILC is 
sponsoring voter registration at its re-
cent performances (and will continue 
to do so until October 10th), this is a 
decidedly NON-PARTISAN effort. 
Our only concern is getting young 
voters involved in this year's election. 
We do not care who our audience 
votes for, only that it does. 
As for MILC's being "pro-
Dukakis," nothing could be more 
based on conjecture and irrespollSl"ble 
sources. I am, personally, still very 
undecided as to which candidate to 
suport and I know for a fact that most 
of MILC's members feel the same 
way I do. 
Now for the facts; MILC will be 
playing a show to benefit the en-
virorunental causes supported by 
some of this community's political 
organizations in the very near future. 
It is important to point out, however, 
that MILC considers this to be a 
global isrue way beyond party politics. 
This is a matter of human survival, 
not a matter of being "pro-Dukakis," 
pro-Bush, or pro-anything except 
survival. 
The Ithacan could have saved 
MILC a lot of trouble by carrying out 
one simple journalistic staple-give a 
call and see if what you've heard is 
true before you go to prir.t. As a 
former writer for the paper, I know 
this is not at all difficult and should 
be a nonnal part of the journalistic 
process. By not doing this, The 
Ithacan leans to the side of the Na-
tional Enquirer instead of the New 
York Times. 
7:30am I wake up to the hannonious 
music of sawing and hammering as 
permanent Ithaca residets do costruc-: 
tion next door. We are residents here 
too and need the same safety and con-
sideration as the pennanent residents 
do. : 
M.L. Thorpe says, "Our law en-
forcement agencies don't want to be 
bothered by our complaints." Maybe 
that is because your complaints are 
ludicrous. The law enforcement in 
Ithaca is very tough. The police have 
radar speed traps and regular patrols 
on South Hill and they will not 
tolerate student abuses. If he feels that 
the law enforcement agency is not do-
ing their job then he should camplain 
to them, rather than bindly striking at 
the IC community. 
Rumors are rumors and facts are 
facts. Both can be discerned by a lit-
tle research. 





M.L, Thorpe complained about 
our "vulgar language." I suggest he 
drive down off the hill so he can hear 
the permanent residents using as much 
1 if not more vnlg:ir "''1guaP,e than w.,; 
use. He says they are forced to "live 
with windows closed." If M.L. 
Thorpe cannot deal with people then 
he should build himself a rabbit hole 
and move in. 
- To the Editor: 
To M.L. Thorpe who claims that 
Ithaca College students are disruptive 
and inconsiderate, I am an IC student 
living on South Hill. I agree that noise 
and speeding is a real problem. 
However, if you are seeking to better 
the lives of residents of your com-
munity you are looking down the 
wrong street. 
You claim that it is IC student who 
drive residents off South Hill and out 
of Ithaca. Both you and the students 
of Ithaca are victims. Ithaca had the 
fifth highest crime rate and second 
highest child abuse rate in the coun-
try. There are murders, stabbings, 
robberies, rapes, and assaults each 
year in Ithaca. How many Ithaca Col-
lege students are arrested for these 
crimes? Isn't it true that more often 
than not we are the raped, robbed and 
assaulted? 
You completely overlook the con-
tributions Ithaca College students 
make to the Ithaca community. We 
are in you schools teaching, working 
as interns in your American Cancer 
Society, you hospital, and you nurs-
ing homes. Yes, M. L. Thorpe my 
parents are proud. They are also con-
cerned about my welfare in this 
threatening and dangerous city. Stop 
accusing and do something. This city 
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To the Editor: 
I feel compelled to respond to M.L. 
Thorpe's letter entitled "Students ir-
responsibility irks a South Hill resi-
dent" in which the writer rudely ac-
cuses students of disrupting life on 
South Hill. The students at IC add 
alot to ~is community. They 
volunteer m many ways including 
working with the elderly, the Red 
Cross, and the frre department. They 
also funnel in thousands of dollars in-
to the Ithaca Community. If store 
owners do not want us here they 
should tell us, and I'm sure we can 
find other places to do our business 
I think to say that "All students liv~ 
ing on South Hill" drive fast and play 
loud music is absurd and only reflects 
his prejudice of college student5. If the 
residents of Ithaca want us off the hill 
then they should not rent their houses 
to us and we will be forced to live 
elsewhere ... but I think our landlords 
(who are Ithaca residents) are quite 
pleased with our presence here. Since 
we do live here we also like to live 
peacefully. Do you think we want to 
be kept awake until 3:00am every 
morning by loud music? Of course 
not! I've _never been awakened by 
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To the Editor: 
Recently there has been much 
discussion about the safety of students 
on campus, and what is being done by 
Ithaca College regarding these issues. 
Foot patrols have been added by 
Security in Residential Halls, there are 
blue light emergency phones being 
placed throughout campus and will be 
operational after fall break, and 
special programming being held in 
Residential Halls throughout campus. 
Did you know that the Life Safety 
Division of the Office of Safety and 
Security are constantly upgrading and 
inspecting fire aJann detection and fire 
equipment in your buildings to insure 
they function properly in case there is 
a fire? 
Do you know what the Student 
Security (SASP) on campus does and 
that they are working for you and not 
against you. 
What is your perception of the 
uniformed Patrol Officers and Securi-
ty Officers and why they are on cam-
pus? They are there to protect your 
life ~nd property. 
Are you aware of what measures 
you can take to protect yourself, your 
property and your friends? 
Do you REALLY KNOW the 
answers to these questions or ques-
tions about things like how seatbelts 
save lives, or drugs ancf'alcohol affect 
you driving? What are the services 
available to you from Safety and 
Security? 
As a responsible community 
member you should be trying to find 
these answers. 
As part of Safety Awareness 
month, the Security Division will be 
sponsoring an Information Table at 
the Campus Center from 
10:00am-2:00pm on Friday 
September 30, 1988. I encourage you 
to stop by ru;J see the displays, talk 
to the representatives from Security 
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To the Editor: 
· W~en Steven Spielberg or John 
Landis search for the location of their 
next ~on-adventure thriller, I pro-
pose this college actively pursue the 
~se of their library as the ideal loca-
uon. Th7 Gannett Center is surely a land of Pit falls, near misses, questions 
unanswered, and various other life 
(and scholarly) threatening hazards. 1 
can almost imagine the press releases 
now: 
September 29, i988 
; "GASP AS STODENTS 
AT TEMPr TO MAKE 
COPIES ON COPIERS, BUT 
THEY HAVE NO 
WORKING CHANGE 
MACHINE! WHEN IT BREA.Ks 
DOWN-NO ONE HAS 
CHANGE ON HAND!!!" 
"YOU'LL BE HIDING YOUR 
HEADS IN TERROR AS 
SruDENfS SEARCH FOR THE 
BROWZING SECTION 
OF CURRENf PERIODICALS!! 
PROFESSORS SUGGEST 
BROWZING, THE GANNETT 
CENTER SAYS NO!!" 
A few of the stars will appear on 
talk shows througho~t the country, 
and as usual, they will bring along 
clips from the film. Take for exam-
ple the recent conversation I had: 
"I'm looking for the phone 
books." 
"Gee, they use to be under the 
stairs, you might try looking there." 
Cut to: 
Student looking under stairs, no 
phone books. 
i"•11ooked, there doesn't seem to be 
any there." 
"Hello, reference?? I was told you 
could help me fmd a phone book?" 
"Sure. Over here. What city are 
you interested in?" 
"Watertown, New York." 
"Hmmmm;-~we ·don't seem to 
have Watertown•."' 
"Well, I know it's not a major 
metropolitan city, but it's all the 
North Country has just now." 
"Have you tried directory 
assistance?" 
"Yes, I have, I really need the 
phone book." 
Cut to: 
Student leaves Gannett Center, no in-
formation in hand. 
·--------
Whatever happened to the tables 
we had on the second, (most consider 
it the first) floor? It's designated as ~e· 
work area, but there's no tables to get 
any work done. And the tables that 
are available are stacked with boxes 
leftover from this Summer's "renova-
tion." And why is the microfilm 
stored in mes now? Granted, it does 
save room, however most of us are ac-
customed to scanning for titles of 
jownals, not call numbers. Call 
numbers are just that, they call you to 
the area of the jounal's location, most 
rely on title recongition for exact 
retrieval. The reserve desk-a good 
idea, but if a student happens not to 
have their ID card .... ~th them, and 
simply want to make a copy of a jour-
nal article a professor has placed on 
reserve (given of course tl)e copiers are 
working that day) why can't this be 
done? A technician is supposed to be 
on hand for assistance with the 
copiers. If an individual wishes to 
make a copy of a reserved article, and 
they absent mindly don't have their 
ID with them, can't a technician 
assist? And if it's news from three 
days ago you're interested in, then the 
"current" newspapers are for you . 
When I was a kid, we got the Syracuse 
morning newspaper in the morning, 
not late afternoon. 
Film locations require accessibility, 
and for this the Gannett Center 
should be congratulated, at least the 
doors remain unlocked a good por-
tion of the day. Granted, it's.difficult 
to accomplish anything once you're in 
. there, but it's better than getting 
nothing done and getting fnJStrated 
while standing in the rain. 
The Ithaca College administration 
is curenUy on an active drive to in-
crease the college's image as an 
academic, and not social, college. 
Fme. But the eccuse that a student can 
go to Cornell University .and use their 
library bas been used far· too long. 
If this administration · wishes to 
enhance IC's image as a place of 
scholarly and academic higher learn-
ing, I suggest it begin its campaign at 
home, right with the Gannett ~ter 
Tim autstensen 
Grad Student '88 
September 29, 1988 
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Holly ear sings for peace 
BY JERILYN.VELDOF 
You may have never heard of her 
until just the past couple of weeks 
when every phone pole and billboard 
in Ithaca was plastered with her name 
and body (clothed of course). 
Or else maybe you have heard one 
of her 13 albums or, one of her 
political and feminist songs. 
Or maybe you read about her in Ms 
magazine a couple, of years ago and 
happen to remember. ,the-name. 
Given up yet? Well she's the 
famous (yes, famous) Holly Near and 
she's coming to Ithaca next Friday, 
Sept. 30 at Bailey Hall on the Cornell 
campus at 8pm. , _;, ,, · 
So what's the big deal, you're 
wondering? Well, that's what I was 
wondering, and I eventually 
discovered Holly Near is a big deal. 
Holly Near has been performing to 
audiences all over the world for the 
past 15 years and even started her own 
label. She is nicknamed a "cultural 
ambassador" for her ability to bring 
cultures together and help spread 
understanding through her songs. 
These political and feminist songs got 
her a nomination for Ms. Magazine's 
Woman-of-the-Year in I 985--an 
honor only shared by 11 other 
women. 
"Very few pop performers-and 
virtually no contemporary woman--
can work a crowd like Holly Near, 
though some spunky menfolk like 
Springsteen, Jagger and Ray Davies 
come close. Still, for sheer charisma 
in a concert setting, nobody can touch 
her," says Anne Hurley from the San 
Jose Mercury News. 
"Near fuses music and poetry with 
stirring conviction and emotional 
force. Her songs are intelligent, well-
crafted, and unpredictable-three vir-
tues that seem to get rarer every day," 
says Alanna Nash from Stereo 
Review. 
To try to top that off, the Ms. 
nomination was given to Near "for 
creativity as a composer, performer, 
and lyricist; as a 'cultural worker' for 
peace and justice; and as a woman 
who lives the message she teaches." 
Near's message has been spread 
through her records and her concerts 
given all over the world. And also 
through Redwood Records, a small 
label she found through which her 13 
albums and the music of a number of 
other international musicians have 
been heard, including soon a group 
from Nicaragua. 
Quite appropriate to Near's in-
terests, the profits from the !'!ear con-
cert will go to benefit childcare in 
Nicaragua and in Tompkins County. 
According to Ithaca's Friends of 
Nicaragua group, Near is the perfect 
artist to help build more understan-
ding and peace between Nicaragua 
and the UnitC(:i States, and also to help 
raise money for projects that will do 
this more concretely.' . 
Near, ners'eif; has been to 
Nicaragua and bas learned the con-
cerns, and of course the music of the 
Nicaraguan peopl!!· 
"Nicaragua is· personal to me 
because its music has now become my 
music," says Near· in an interview this 
summer with· Nicaraguan Perspec-
tives. "We want people to listen to 
their music 'and after having contact 
with it to develop a friends~p." 
World-famous-folk singer 
brings her vision of ·world 
ha,:mony through music this 
Friday night in_ a benefit 
concert for the Friends 
of Nicaraguao 
The group which is organizing the 
benefit concert is Ithaca's Friends of 
Nicaragua. CUSLAR, a Cornell 
group is also helping out, but FON 
will get the proceeds, FON provides 
"\1.'r,f! 
HOLLY NEAR: "the cultural ambassador" will appear at Cor-
nell's Bailey Hall Friday, Sept. 30 at 8pm. Profits from the ~ear 
• concert will benefit childcare in Nicaragua and Tompkins 
County. 
material aia 'to the people of 
Nicaragua and serves as an educa-
tional outreach to the Ithaca 
Community. 
Their recent project is meant to 
I 
draw attention to a problem that is 
important to both Americans and 
Nicaraguans-lack of decent childcare 
facilities. 
FON does not hesitate to put much 
;··---!· 
of the blame where they think it 
belongs-on the U.S. government. 
''The current administration has don~ 
a disservice to childcare in both coun-
tries by cutting funding in the United 
States and by promoting a devastating 
war and embargo against Nicaragua, 
"according to a release distributed by 
FON. Up--to·60 percent of the San-
danista's budget is diverted into the 
civil war, taking away from badly 
needed humanitarian campaign like 
childcare. Also, bombings by Con-
tras of facilities like childcare 
centers have increased the costs and 
difficulties of providing childcare 
for Nicaraguan children. 
Despite, or perhaps in spite of this, 
the Sandanista government has made 
· childcare a priority, Golder points 
out. He cites an inclusion in the San-
danista Constitution which explicitly 
states that childcare centers are to be 
established. 
The Near concert is to benefit this 
project (called Twinnings) which is be-
ing done through MADRE, a U.S. 
organization that has been coor-
dinating similar "twinnings" 
throughout the United States. Besides 
providing material aid to Los 
Laureles, a specific childcare center in 
Nicaragua, the FON project involves 
children in childcare classes in Tom-
pkins County through exchanges of 
drawings, photos, letters and music. 
Near's message. 
has been spread 
through her 
records and her 
concerts 
"If we get to children early enough 
and give them some experience and 
awareness of people in other countries 
then they're not going to make the 
same mistakes," Golder says. "And 
you also get to the teachers and the 
parents as well." 
But besides an exchange; FON will 
give 20 percent of the profits of the 
Near concert to the West Hill 
Childcare Center and the Viola Scott 
Childcare Center at South Side. The 
remaining 80 percent will go to buy 
construction materials for a badly 
needed addition into Los Laureles, ex-
plains Golder. A tentative possibility 
is to send a construction worker 
brigade down to help build. , 
FON is hoping to clea,r about $5000 
from the concert. This would mean 
$1000 would be channeled back into 
Ithaca. Already individual FON 
members have hand delivered to Los 
Laureles material aid such as diapers, 
a tape recorder, games, books and a 
refrigerator. 
The.I-Jolly Near concert will be one 
more step towards building better 
childcare facilities in Nicaragua and 
towards the building of understanding 
between our two countries. 
"Music is one of the greatest am-
bassadors of peace .. .it will open our 
hearts· to the people ... And with our 
hearts open, we will say no to our tax 
dollars supporting attacks against 
Nicaragua ... and yes to peace and 
friendship," assets Holly Near. 
12 THE ITHACAN 
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• Take the first step to new music 
Are you into reggae, jazz, R&B, 
funk of ska? Do you like music that 
has Afro/Caribbean/Ca-
jun/Brooklyn pop roots? Do you like 
third world rhythms and international 
influences? Then the Second Step is 
the band for you. These are just a few 
of the attempts to describe the music 
of The Second Step. Ethno-funk is the 
most current and widely accepted 
label. 
Whatever your interest, The Se-
cond Step will have something to of-
fer. The 10 member band provides ex-
treme diversity and talent. The 
members include front woman and 
lead vocalist Sammy; also on vocals, 
Constant a.k.a. "CB-200" the Hai-
tian prophet whose trilingual ap-
proach to smgmg 
(English/French/Creole) makes him 
quite a perfonner; Andrew Lee is co-
founder of the band and composer of 
most of the songs on guitar; Dave 
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Barry on keyboard has perfonned · 
with pop star. Rick Astley; Matt 
Mailes, bassist for the band· whose 
studio credits include Regina, Debbie 
Gibson, Arthur Baker and others; 
Scott Turner on drums from the 
Virginia music scene has made his 
name with The Service. The knockout ' 
horn section is composed of band 
leader Josh Rabinowitz, the trom-
bonist whose resume is the most im-
pressive of all: graduated from the 
New England Conservatory in 
Boston, has performed with Lionel 
Hampton, Dizzy Gillespie, NY 
Philharmonic and Tracy Chapman; 
Tim Champeau the New Orleans 
trumpet player who toured with Otis 
Day and The Knights; Mark Henry, 
saxaphone player, a graduate of the 
Berklee School of Music; also on sax 
is Ross Morgan, co-founder of the 
band, composer and vocalist. 
SECOND STEP: incorporates reggae, jazz, R&B, funk and Ska into their own unique musical blend. Second Step will be opening up for The 
Great Train Robbery on Friday, Sept. 30 at the Haunt at 10pm. 
Known as a band that is "likely 
to sing any style of song at any given 
moment," The Second Step doesn't 
just provide different musical 
backgrounds and tastes, their songs 
range from socio-political commen-
taries as in Anti-Apanheid to those on 
personal relationships. Don,t Ask Me 
Qu~tions is about forgiveness in the 
aftermath of a fight. 
The Second Step has been around 
for a few years playing clubs from 
Boston to Philadelphia. The band has 
been called New York City's "best 
kept secret" with a "most promising 
future." If you want to catch a band 
on the rise, check out The Second 
Step. 
The Second Step will be opening up 
for The Great Train Robbery, one of 
Boston's best dance bands on Friday, 
Sept. 30 at the Haunt. The show starts 
at IOpm. 
Maureen Murray 
Gittleman conducts orchestra with p~ssion 
NEIL GIITLEMAN: Conducted the Syracuse Symphony in an awe-
inspiring performance on Saturday, Sept. 24 
On Saturday, Sept. 24, the 
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra 
opened its Ithaca series in !C's own 
Ford Auditorium. 
The Symphony was conducted by 
Neal Gittleman, who, after the 
1988-89 season, will become the 
Associate Conductor of the 
-Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. 
Gittleman has quite an impressive 
resume. Before conducting in 
Syracuse, Gittleman attended the 
Ecoles d' Art Americaines in For-
tainbeau, France where he studied 
With Nadia Boulanger. He then 
studied for five seasons at the Pierre 
Monteaux Domaine conducting 
Other conducting credits include 
the Hartt Symphony Orchestra and 
Hartt Opera Theatre at the Hartt 
School of Music, Assistant Conduc-
tor of the Oregon Symphony and 
Eastern Music Festival in Greensboro, 
North Carolina. Gittleman also has 
conducted the National Symphony 
Orchestra, the Orchstre de la Suisse 
Romaade, the Orchestre Symphoni-
que de Bienne and the Rochester, 
Hartford, New Haven, Eugene, New 
Hampshire, Midland and Anchorage 
Symphonies. 
Saturday, Gittleman lived up to his 
expansive experience, conducting an 
awe-ins · · f. cc. 
Though the perfonnance did not 
officially start until 8:00pm, at 
7:30pm Gittleman sat and had a "pre-
show chat" with the early comers, ad-
ding a personal touch to the sho_w. 
Gittleman explained his ideas and 
feelings toward the pieces perform-
ed, which made listening to the or-
chestra much more enjoyable and 
involving. 
The evening's performance opened 
with Gorges Enesco's Roumanian 
Rhapsody No. 1 in A Major. 
His first rhapsody is what brought 
Enesco international fame. Like most 
rhapsodies, it is a series of uncon-
I re F\41 ( ' j 
Gittleman lived 
up to his expan-
sive experience. 
nected melodies with very little tran-
sition music between them. In this in-
stance, the rhapsody is comoosed of 
several folk tunes. Enesco's first 
rhapsody, though rather superficial, 
is one of his most popular works. 
music to listen to, and Gittleman's 
conduction of the piece was full of 
fire. 
Aaron Copland's Suite from Ap-
palachian Spring is the most modem 
of the three pieces. Written in 1944, 
the Suite has obvious roots in the jazz 
popular in the early 40's. Where the 
Rownanian Rhapsody was simply en-
joyable, the Appalachian Spring uses 
powerful strings and woodwinds to 
evoke a serene and calm feeling. The 
peaceful feeling culminates in the 
familiar Simple Gifts. The inherent 
calm of the song coupled with the 
familiarity of the tune washed over 
the audience like a security blanket. 
Sergi Rachmaninoffs Sym-phony 
Nwnber 2 finished out the evening. 
Rachmaninoff was once quoted as 
saying, "I am not a composer who 
produces works to formulas or 
preconceived theories. Music, I have 
often felt, should be the expression of 
a composer's ~omplex personali-
ty ... the sum total of a composer's 
experience.'' 
His second symphony is composed 
of four movements, each different 
_ from the other three. The first begins 
sol~ and sedated, conveying a 
feelmg of calm which is then shat-
tered by explosive brass, and piec-
ed carefully back together by the 
lulling strings. 
The popularity of the first rhap-
sody is not hard to figure. The song 
is not 'deep in layers of hidden mean-
ing by 'any streu:n: neuner is it -a -
"heart-rending" dirge filled with per-
sonal angst. Yet, the superficiality of Heading into the second move-
the piece is what makes it so popular. ment, the mood is lightened. The 
It is sun I an en·o able iece of .. stx:in seem to be b with 
energy. The momentum rises and 
to a thunderous climax, then calms 
down to prepare the listener for the 
third movement. 
With brilliant use of the strings and 
clarinets, Rachmaninoff creates 
unabashed romanticism in the third 
movement. A basic three note pat-
tern is passed from instrument to in-
stsrument, section to section until 
mother big climax,' and then a 
b -·adual decline to silence. 
Gittleman con-
ducted a brilliant 
show full of his. 
own passion and 
flare. 
Happy festivity is the tone of the 
fourth and final movement. 
Throughout the movement, the in-
struments play a raucus, happy 
piece of music. The trumpets and 
other horns blast out a joyful tune 
until they are interrupted by a 
woodwind march. After the march, 
the entire orchestra joins in to build 
to a stunning conclusion. 
In leading the orchestra, Neal Git-
tleman conducted a bnlliant show full 
of his own passion and flair. 
B. Robert Schultz 
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House of Assembly pulsates at the Haunt 
The House of Assembly played at 
The Haunt on Friday, Sept. 23 and 
gathered the whole a-owd together for 
some cool vibes. The heat generated 
by the band was sustained from start 
to finish. This was the third time for 
House of Assembly to play at The 
Haunt and followed a recent ap-
pearance at the most high-profile reg-
gae event, the Reggae Sunsplash in 
Jamaica. 
I talked with drummer Norman 
Bailey before the show and asked him 
how he felt about being given the 
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR 
· cASSEl_lt, COMPACT DISC 
-&SONYWALKMAN·NEEDS 
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Tuesday, Octo 18th 
Barton Hai~ 
8:30p.m. 
General Admission Concert 
: HOUSE OF AS.SDOILY: performed at the Haunt on Friday, Sept. 23. Rease of Assembly provided a steady 
1 beat for dancing and a positive message. 
chance to play at the Reggae Sunplash 
and the band's present U.S. club tour. 
- He said that the love that the band 
; feels for the music is present in all their 1 
performances and they always give all 
, their energy into the gig regardless of 
the venue. On Friday that energy was 
, harnessed by the band to create a 
sound combining reggae rhythm with 
· American musical forms like rock, l rhythm and blues and soul. 
House of Assembly's music was 
! uplifting in its steady beat for danc-
ing and its positive message. This was 
·10 band of Rastas coming down 
.lread on an audience of college 
3tudents. The band consists of Nor-
. man Bailey on drums, Louis Putman 
on keyboards and ".ocals, brothers 
Mark Campbell on guitar and Claver 
Campbell on bass and the 
, phenomenal voices of backup singers 
Brenda Hill and Kenyatta Payton. 
, They played songs from their album 
Confusion available on Shanachie 
1 Records, and while remaining true to 
the form of their recorded versions, 
the songs were enhanced by the live 
presentation. The band also preview-
ed songs from a forthcoming album 
they hope to finish up for a fall 
release. 
The band opened up with the title 
track from their album and everyone 
was swiftly caught up in the groove. 
They managed to make the mixture 
of reggae and rock music blend 
together better than any band I had 
heard using the same formula; this 
was a pleasant surprise. Mark Camp-
bell's guitarwork was in a reggae 
rhythm but his leads showed his rock 
influences without working against 
the beat. It flowed well, except those 
few times when the sound was lost in 
the mix. The second song was One 
Heart, One Love and with this song 
I was convinced that the House of 
Assembly was capable of making 
music with an appeal to lovers of all 
music. It did not take long for the au-
' dience to fall in love with the band. 
The house was invited to participate 
in singing along with the House. Louis 
Putman danced around stage in joy 
to the sound the band was laying 
down. By the time the band took a 
break, I was in need of a rest from the 
non-stop dancing and crowding up at 
the front. 
The second set of the night contain-
ed more of the band's excellent 
originals and a couple of incredible 
covers. Drummer Norman Bailey 
took over lead vocals for the killer 
tune, Time Without Reason; and left 
his drumkit at the end of the song to 
move about the stage while the band 
took it out. The band showcased their 
talents with every member taking a 
solo. The piercing vocals "df Brenda 
Hill and Kenyatta Payton,'. in par-
ticular, had us all howling praises in 
The Haunt. We were also treated to 
. guitar and drum solos that were both 
brilliantly played and not so long as 
· to get boring, a rare thing in music. · 
The band ended by playing an 
obligatory Bob Marley song, this one 
being Waiting in Vain, which was 
treated by the band as if it was one of 
its own songs. 
After the show many people visited 
backstage to express their gratitude 
and goodwill to the band. With 12 
years of experience playing together, 
the band looks forward to what will 
hopefully be many more years of 
beautiful music. As I stepped into the 
cool night air feeling irie I said to 
myself yes, I will come again and I 
hope many other people will too. 
-~hris Mercj~ 
- THE Mwong1, a 12 year old Kikuyu tr,bcsmon ,s 
I{IT-C , ,. , !rapped 1n the v1olen1 confl,ct berween cultures as I , · ' 1 • Mou Mou rerrorisls seek independence from rhe r . ff JE, N: JI Br111sh colan,olisrs Orphaned by lhe black rebels 
=-- =., U because of htl fo1her·s poc1f1sm. Mwang, T{r\tr -T--n~ becomes O Servan, ,n a white household ~-•t . U Beou1.fully modulated and humane, this 1s an ~ - 1nc1s1vc porlrayal of what con happen to any 
1nnocen1 !rapped 1n pohhcol confl,ct The 
d1reclor's handling of the 1oys, confusions and 
cruelr1cs or childhood 1s mas1erful The boy who 
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Dining Out 
Bakery offers more than just sweets 
I'm sure that manv students, while 
strolling on the Commons, have 
noticed the Home Dairy Cafeteria. 
It's hard to miss with its window 
display showing off a wide variety of 
mouth watering delicacies. There are 
donuts and pastries of all kinds, 
specialty cookies on holidays and a 
wide assortment of cookies all the 
time. The delicious scent of freshly 
baked treats lures many passersby 
inside. 
In stopping to sample one of these 
goodies, a person may miss seeing that 
there is more to Home Dairy than just 
the front bakery counter. In the back 
there is a cafeteria, which contains a 
fairly large eating area with at-
mosphere. It is a friendly family style 
restaurant with a homey atmosphere. 
There is livley chatter which can be 
heard above the sounds of the 
cafeteria. 
HOME DAIR\' CAFETERIA: located on the Commons features a large cafeteria in addition to mouth-watering delicasies. 
Nancy Avery, the owner of Home 
Dairy, has many duties to attend to 
during the. -busy cafeteria ho~s. 
Nevertheless, she takes the time to 
bring a meal to a customer and say 
hello. Owning the cafeteria, she 
knows several of the customers who 
make it a regular stop. She has own-
ed Home Dairy for approximately 29 
years, but is not the origial owner of 
the cafeteria. 
The cafeteria is opened daily from 
7:30am to 5:00pm and offers a wide 
variety of foods at both breakfast and 
lunchtime. The breakfast .menu in-
cludes french toast, cw; any style, and 
a large selection of donuts and 
pastries, which can be considered a 
meal by themselves. I sampled one of 
the specialties, a fried cinnamon 
donut. The pastry was moist and 
fresh, with large swirls of cinnamon 
throughout. The icing on top was not 
too sweet, but perfect for satisfying a 
sweet tooth. For donut lovers, this is 
a wonderful treat. 
The luncheon menu also offers a 
wide variety, including sandwiches, 
casseroles, fresh vegetables and soups. 
Two of the favorite luchtime selec-
tions are the roast beef and the 
macaroni and chesse casserole. 
The bakery is open until 6:00pm. 
Specialties in this _section are the vast 
JLate Shows 
Thurs, Fri, Sat 11:30pm 
Woodie Allen's Annie Hall 
ALL 
array of donuts, the half moon, a 
pastry which is chocolate cake with 
chocolate and white icing, and 
special occasions cakes. Everything 
is baked on the premises by bakers 
who have years of experience. 
When asKecl about what type of 
crowd the cafeteria. usually draws, 
ll.~u~~u It s our n Jrt _ay 
Free Popcorn Fri and Sat 
Thursday nights--$2.25 




"One-of the year's 
best films!' =~ 
"EXQUISITE" 
AmyToubin 
ntE VIUAGE VOICE 
7:25 & 9:30 Sun Mats 
2:45& 4:45 
Mrs. Avery replied, "all ages from in-
fants to retired people." She says there 
is something to offer every age group. 
Students tend to frequent it more on 
the weekends. 
i) The cafeteria is, not suprisingly, 
busiest at lunchtime. People come in 
pn their lunch hours to relax and en-
joy a favorite meal. 
Students passing Home Dairy with 
a few minutes to spare should stop in 
and try it out. After tasting some of 
the delicious things the cafeteria has 




Restaurant and Market 
Open 7 days a week 
124 N. Aurora St. 
273-9108 
Don't Buy A Single Parka This Year. 
FIRED UP!_ 
Buy A System~ 
and SAVE 20% OFF our already low prices 
r:;:::::J 
~==--=---=- 0 0 ----- . 




Bureau (1f Cl>IH'(Tt~ 
P1-esc111 s 
Hit Me With Your Best Shot Shadows Of The ~ii::ht 
Love Is A Battlefield 
Sex As A Weapon 
You Better Run 
Fire And Ice 
Treat Me Ri~ht 
with ~JWcial (~uc~ls 
fc1hue Deil-JLcon-<dls 
Si..ll~cla~·. Oct obcr 9. 1 qss 
8:00 pm Bl'11 Light Gym 
Tickets on sale startinp; Septemlwr ~J 
Tickl'ts $12 wrth I.C.ID 815 General 1\d111:~:--ic;1 
J\,·ailabk at: C1i11pus Center. 'i'A~E'mON~@ l~ l~d)()p l~t·< <ird--. 
I.C. :-.tucknts must-present ID at the door 
"\< > r, < 11rd1111..'. cl,·1 Ht'!->. cam<·r;1..., or alcol!ol ,1l!c,1\l·d 
. ·.I.-; '/: . • t• 
•"'·-·.) 
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• To ~ope with suJdcn wcatJ1cr shifts, we've created a solution more practical than all olhns The 
C.olumlna l111crchangc System, 1111 ingenious ,ippcr design which incorporates scvcr.,1 J"' k,·1-; 111 om·, to 
l>c worn Sl"p,ir<1tcly or m l,mdcm, as the situation calls for. 
S,\ \'E :?O~r OFF Ill.!: !ll"'r..\ HOO· Provides ,kier, with 3 c.:sscnti.,I l)UtlTWC.lJ" g.mnc·nls .• , Ullh(U-' v..iln-
rqx:llclll, wmJpnxif BergunJLal Cloth outcTshcll, a wann, z,p-out Jaq;;or Fkccc li,wr ,u1J matllung p.u1b. 
:,-,\VE20% QEE -~ WH[~Llll!R D • 'Ilic heart of th,· Whirhb,rd is a high-op,,city, Jov. n·prlll•f 
nylon lmcT,_fillcd w1tJ1 !ugh-quality down, Since it's reversible, }Ou'II be secure in the comf1>rt of h.,ving 
two warm pckets to choose from. For a 3rd and nearly ,mpcnctrablc ganncnt, llp th,· !mer lrlll> the 
BergunJtal Cloth she~!, s_ecure the v~lcro storm flap, tum up the tall tunnel coll.ir, 11p th.: in,idc .u,d 
outside pockets, and ride 1l out. Dot11 pckeLs feature the Radial Sleeve desii;n. 
S.\VE_ 20% QEE Ill!: POWDER KEG -1111, 4.in-1 jacket offers a 'lliin">L,tc·fdk.l rn·,-r,,l>lc lim·r, 
prov1d111g warmth w/out hulk. Couple the liner to the BcrgunJtal Cloth outl'r,li:dl anJ ,ou ,1.,nd up 10 
the most severe weather. · · · 









• y r ,1 ~ OUTDOORS 
De\\ itt l\lall 
273-5158 
September 29, 1988 THE ITHACAN 15 . 
Theatre 
Horrifying drama: reality of nuclear war. 
SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE 
SAVE 25% OFF REGULAR TICKET PRICES 
I I 
Wednesday, November 9, 1988 
. -¼·, --~ '. ' . J ;'~ \ ;,° '! , (' ;J' : 1 / I i It', 
) . . . ... : 
VIENNA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA • 
PHILIPPE ENTREMONT, Conductor/Piano Soloist 
t.· )illl -"""~--- . -- ~~ .:: .. ~: ,: ,, 
Tuesday, February 21, 1989 
GERSHWIN BY REQUEST t 
LEON BATES, Piano 
EDDYE PIERCE YOUNG, Soprano 
BENJAMIN MATTHEWS, Bass-Santone 
BONUS Thursday, November 3. 1988 
CONCERT DANISH CHOIR BOYS 
Friday, April 21, 1989 
CHAMBER MUSIC NORTHWEST 0 
DAVID SHIFRIN, Music Director/Clarinet 
• ICM Art1s1s. l1d Proscnls t Joanne R1Jo Arl1Sl5 Management. Inc ° CCS International Conccrl Managamf'nt 
$24.00 General Adm1ss1on 
$21.00 Ithaca College Faculty, 
Staff and Admm1strat,on 




Ithaca College Students 
SEASON SUBSCRIPTION 
BROCHURES AND ORDERS 
(available by writing or phoning) 
lthaco College Conccrls 
Sctiool of Music 
llhaca College 
l!hnca, New York 14850 
(607) 274-3171 
BY MARGARET M. GREEN 
Did you ever stop and wonder how 
you would react if the bomb was 
dropped? After the tears, the panic, 
and the smoke subsides, what would 
. you do? Two one-act plays, The Last 
Supper and The Annageddon Revue, 
offer two views of how the human 
race would respond when faced with 
nuclear war. 
The Last Supper, by Reid Davis, 
paints a powerful picture of three col-
lege students struggling to deal with 
the injustice of a world destroyed by 
nuclear war. The students make a 
suicide pact and spend their last hours 
together on a picnic, reminiscing while 
merrily drinking and partaking in 
various illicit drugs. Slowly the joviali-
ty of the students is overpowered by 
a feeling of morose. The students ex-
press their frustrations in being robb-
, ed of the opportunity to experience 
life, in never being allowed to ac-
' complish their dreams. 
The three actors of The Last Sup-
per, Lauren Unbekant, Dale Lakes 
and Eric Dailey, were very convicing 
in their roles as close friends, momen-
tarily Jiving for the only thing wor-
thwhile left in the world-love. 
The Annageddon Revue, written 
and directed by Barry Crooks, is a 
frightening dramatization of a group 
of people putting on a show/musical 
revue in a basement during nuclear 
war. Naturally, the characters had to 
become resourceful in order to stage 
such an event: the lights are powered 
by a bicyclist and the only music is the 
rhythmical beat of a drum and the 
screams from the sirens. 111e Ar-
mageddon Revue is a gripping and 
horrifying farce, which grimly depicts 
the intense feeling of doom that sur-
P,e-concc,, lectures beg,n at 7 30 pm ,n Ford 201, Ithaca College ViVOrs Of nuclear War WOWd feel, The 
Ari pcrlormanccs begin at 8 15 pm in 1hc Walter Ford Hall Aud11or1um. llhaca College la d th Ringm 
Don I miss this opportun1ly lo hear these internationally renowned artists at subscnpl1on prices p y centers afOUD e aster, 
THE LAST SUPPER: one of two-ad plays dealing wltb nadtar war Is 
currently playing at the First Street Playhouse Oct. 1 and 2 as part of 
the 1988-89 season of Art for the Fearless. Featured is Lauren Unbekant 
as Becky. "' 
the futility of the war while struggl- children. "For the audience's enter-
ing to deal with the side effects of tainment" a man named Frank, 
· radiation: loss of hair, skin and sex- played by Richard Brandt, is kept in 
ual potency. The Ringmaster serves as a box and fed quaaludes. Realisticly, 
the Master of Ceremonies ,in this drugs seem to be Frank's way of cop-
tragic show, he introduces his .fellow ing with the situation, but even they 
performers including Helen, the~ba- fail him, and he is forced to deal with 
ject of his desire. Helen, played by the hopelessness of the situation. 
Elizabeth Livesay, does not respond Both The Last Supper and The Ar-
to the Ringmaster because she knows mageddon Revue are powerful 
he is impotent as a result of the dramatimtions of people struggling to 
nuclear radiation. Helen wants to , deal with the horrifying reality of a 
entertain the audience by pounding a nuclear war. The plays feature ex-
nail ("only a small nail") through her cellent acting and directing and can be 
hand ("Only her left hand"). The seen at the First Street Playhouse, 
Clones, played by Marisa Soltis and Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 and 2 as part of 
Ricke Wilde, interfere with Helen's the 1988-89 season of 'Art for the 
-Convenient tree parking- played by R.M. Fury, leading the cast 
~====:=:m:l!lllC=m:i:ml:ml!m=m:mm111111m=-===-===========.z::::, in an attempt to entertain the au-
dience. He humorously pokes fun at 
plan, and so she sings a witty but Fearless." For further information, 




·Do you want experience 
on advertising~ 
~ayoutSJ and saies? 
**************************** 
-Need some cex~rrca1 ffl(Q)ITl@Y7? 
**************************** 
JJ@aITTl Tlae Ithacan 
NO EXPERIENCCJE 
NECJESSARYo 
Collll1}act: §JHLAJRON at 277-1169 or JilL.!L at 272-0861: 
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BY CHRIS WOLSKI 
The Deceivers, rated PG-13 at Cinemapolis, 
is a kind of grown up version of the Hallmark 
Hall of Fame Theater. You know what I'm 
talking about, Tyrone Powers was in almost 
everyone of them (My favorite is Captain from 
] 
Castille). The stories are from "classic" adven-
ture stories and always, without fail, reaffirms 
the racist ideology of the "white man's 
burden". If that's the kind of film which ap-
] 
peals to you, boy, this is the one for you. 
The story, ironically, is based on fictionalized 
account of a true story. A British officer of the 
British East India Company discovers that local 
fat cats are being murdered by members of the 
enigmatic Thugee cult, a group of murderers 
who receive divine inspiration from multi-
armed Hindu goddess Kali. The British officer, 
Savage (played rather well by Pierce Brosnan), 
risks all that he has to infiltrate the cult and get 
the goods on them. Ofcourse, his father-in-law, 
the local Company big wig, doesn't believe a 
word he's telling him about cults, so Savage 
must do it alone. Sounds like the plot of about 
fifty of the last ABC movie of the week 
costume epics. 
However, about half way through the film, 
there's a distinct change in the tone of the film. 
It's less of a suspense story or love story, it does 
exactly what Betrayed should have done. It 
shows how Savage is becoming a Thugee or 
"deceiver" and his spiritual ruination as he con-
tinues on his investigation. The make-up job 
on Brosnan is very good, there are shots in 
which I didn't recognize him. The spiritual 
center of the film is a Thug named Hussein. He 
] 
is the one who shows Savage the ways of the 
cult and watches in horror as Kali steals the 
Englishman's soul. The film ends suspensful-
ly, if not predictably, except with the last shots 
spiritually ruined and oompletely alienated from 
his former life. There is no reaffirmation as 
there was in Betrayed. . 
easily been shortened to two or better go 
minutes. It also is horribly cliched when it 
comes to the Indians. The filmmakers would 
have us believe that the Indians welcome the 
British. The Thugee cult does kill a British of-
ficer in the beginning of the film, but I suspect 
that was there to serve as the final outrage 
which pushes Savage to go W1dercover. We are 
given two disparate pictures of India. One of 
extreme wealth and one of the underworld who 
is engaged in taking the rich men's wares. The 
cliches concerning the British are there, too. 
They are in India as caretakers. Savage is the 
only noble one in the bunch, his friend 
Anglesmith i~ not all that he seems and is worse 
because he is an evil Englishman. The Indians 
constantly do the English's bidding, it proves 
irksome after a while and marrs an otherwise 
interesting character study. 
Brosnan is good, but looks pained in most 
of the scenes in which he's being a "good" 
Englishman. He is most at home in his Thugee 
outfit. It is not clear if this is the effect required 
by the director, but I doubt it. The rest of the 
cast is okay, but none of them really shine, and 
the actress who plays Brosnan's wife is dread-
ful. Nicholas Meyer did a fine job in the direc-
ting, especially in the action sequences 
(although a few are rather dwnb). The big pro-
blem lies in the script. It is so cliche ridden that 
it makes the rather believable story more of an 
exercise in showing off the clothing of 1825 
I in the film which make it clear that Savage is _ f There1 are many problemsh with this film. It's 11;;::;M;==:.::'Xtt===~,,.1;::;;:=.:=.a~le;".::==~X===))CC=:==l'IE:E ==-=11ft:==~M====,. ar too ong, at over two ours it could have 
_ British India. While Betrayed had some nice 
human moments, The Deceivers has few, and 
those that it does have fall rather flat. The film 
falls into the trap of badly made epics. It's so 
concerned with showing the events it forgets 
about most of the characters. The film was pro-
duced by Ismail Merchant one of the pair who 
producedMauriceandA Room With a View 
and as an Indian, I'm surprised he made a f~ 
which glorified British Imperialism. It taJces the 
British to wipe out the Indian sins of several 
centuri~ The natives uable to do it themselves. 
I think Merchant should stick to Edwardian 
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H_oroscopes for Oct. 2-7 
ARIES (March 21-April 19)-Good manners 
can get you through a murky set of problems 
this month. Smile, but don't agree to anything 
until Wednesday. By Thursday, an old flame, 
goal or dream appears. Correct false impres-
sions. (A Libra benefits from the truth and can 
accept it more easily than you realize.) Late 
class assignments (it's not your fault, I know) 
force you to burn th~ midnight oil this 
weekend. ·Call on your willpower to move 
beyond what peers are doing. A canceled check 
is your best protection against being ripped off. 
Sunday night is a perfect time to call a buddy 
or love interest, as others are in very receptive 
moods. 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) -Gear up for 
athletics or other types of outdoor activities. Be-
ing outdoors hones your mental abilities. Speak 
up in class Wednesday if you're confused about 
a subject. You're simply saying what other 
students are feeling. The best luck this week 
comes from V.irgos and Capricorns who may 
not be as fascinating as Gemini, but who will 
listen more carefully to you. Set aside one day 
to launch a project due in November. A 
somewhat classic case of first-exam jitters 
dissolves when you ask an older student or sibl-
ing about their experiences. Let a Pisces into 
your heart, but beware of pain in December 
when this person returns to another school or 
PVPn another country: 
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) - Past laurels af-
ford you some breathing time with parents, , 
school officials or a love. You'll push the win-
dow of opportunity to its limit; there could be 
dual loves or commitments now. By Wednes-
day, you get a taste of your own behavior. 
(Now if you've been an angel, you'll defmate-
ly get something or someone special.) Your ex-
pertise with cars, computers or the written word 
can bring you extra income. Time or a press-
ing deadline could catch up with you Friday, 
forcing you out of a friendly game or competi-
tion you've looked forward to all week. Res-
pond to letters and inquiries quickly, or a well 
of infonnation or monev mav drv un. 
CANCER (June 22-July22) - Your emo-
tions are coasting until Thursday,_ when an· 
outburst-so unlike you- could undo lots of 
work. A relationship will return, especially if 
' you appear unneedy. A get-together Saturday 
may force you to face someone you'd rather 
not sec, so ask about the guest list ahead of 
time. If you want to be a doctor or in the health 
care profession, you'd do brilliantly combin-
ing heart and head this year and next. As for 
a lingering problem with a family ~ember, 
don't try to solve this by yourself. A profes-
sional could greatly speed up or ease this situa-
tion. If you're thinking about starting a diet, 
wait until next week when emotions-the real 
culprit here-give you a boost. Cancel a trip 
home or elsewhere to sec an old friend; seek 
new ~_where you ~~-- _ 
LEO (July 23-Aug.22) - All kinds of team 
. endeavors work out well. Shrug off an unkind 
comment by a professor or jealous peer Mon-
day; this person doesn't have a clue about 
what's really important. Bring up ethical issues 
in the dorm or at the fraternity or sorority 
house. Others don't have your moxie, but will 
admire your courage. A stupid traffic or park-
ing ticket Thursday could clog your fmancial 
pipeline, so you'd better look at all signs. Give 
an Aquarius another try; this person isn't as 
loyal as you, but has great potential to learn 
your ways. If you want love, stop looking at 
appearances first. Consider taking an unusual 
course; this could open new vistas and impress 
faculty members, too. 
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) -Admit it, sweet 
Virgo; you've been rather anti-social, so your 
lonely weekend should be no surprise. Here's 
the game plan for the week: Monday and Tues-
Travel back in time 
The Heat Is On! 
It may be getting colder 
outside, but inside Tuesdays 
it's RED HOT! Discover Ithaca's 
new night spot - great food, drink, 
~ 
and the very best entertainment! 214-216 The Commons 272-5080 
MILC 9/28 • EBA 9/29 - BERNIE MIL TON 9/30 • RISING SIGN 1013 
day are super days to initiate friendships with 
older and smarter Libras and Sagittarians. By 
Thursday, a roommate situation rights itself, 
giving you the companionship you say you 
want. 
LIBRA (Sept 23-0ct 23) -A teeny, tiny er-
ror could grow into something much larger by 
this weekend. Get facts and data in writing. 
Check and double-check key material. A 
bibliography must be exact; otherwise don't 
submit it at all. Positive notes will contribute 
to your soaring popularity Tuesday and Thurs-
day and your social life Sunday. Finish your 
heaviest study load now in anticipation. Career 
choices can be made now. Even though you feel 
the pressure to appease a family dynasty, you'll 
be able to do this in your own way. A Gemini 
uncle or aunt, perhaps a black sheep in your 
family, could play a vital role in helping you 
make this option work. An older cousin or half-
sibling also could be very encouraging. 
SCORPIO (Oct 24-Nov 21) -The film, 
advertising or publishing fields, something you 
had never thought of, could now surface as 
career pos.sibilities if you inquire about summer 
J. obs especialy ones in cities far away from 
' , home or school. No matter what you do, don t 
miss a class Monday or Friday or you'll get the 
least desirable assignments or reports. Phone 
home or write Tuesday. Even a funny postcard 
could ease some testiness and smooth the way 
for birthday gifts that you really want or need. 
A half-baked romantic plan actually works. 
This time your best friend does know what he 
or she is doing. Aries finds you very attractive. 
SAGIIT ARilJS (Nov 22-Dec 21) - Secrets 
could be revealed Tuesday so at least have some 
story in mind. What sense is it to hurt others 
with your naturally blunt honesty? If you're 
thinking of leaving school or have financial pro-
blems don't make rash moves this week or dur-
ing Cktober. There are many solutions, such 
as financial aid, sports scholarships and work-
study programs. Counselors are also on your 
side now-maybe even against a parent or guar-
dian. You'll have special luck Thursday. 
Geminis seek you out for a study partner. This 
time say "yes" since it will force you into a 
much more disciplined daily routine. 
CAPRICORN (Dec 21-Jan 19)-A challenge 
brings out your debating talents, What has kept 
you from participating or joining intramural 
programs? Probably your natural shyness. Put 
that away now. Your are scintillating, brilliant, 
movitating and exhibit enormous leadership 
skills. Run for office, visit a chess club and put 
forth your ideas about how the school and 
community should- mesh. Environmental or 
animal rights issues also are in sync with your 
style. Take tests or make-up exams Tuesday. 
On Wednesday, you may want to take on ad-
ditional classroom duties. It's a fabulous week, 
when this new inner steam makes you a magnet 
for the·opposite sex. 
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)-Give yourself 
a bit more time before you decide that a class 
or athletic activity isn't for you. Pace your life 
with more time for regular food and sleep-
burning the candle at both ends is glamorous 
but the people you are impressing aren't worth 
it. Music should still be a key ingredient in your 
life, but keep school at least No. 2 in your 
priorities. Gear up an emotional misunderstan-
ding with an older pal or graduate student. This 
person could affect your future, and it's best 
to have him or her on your side. You'll have 
luck Thursday, when a class that was closed to 
you makes an exception. A dorm move or 
change in living arrangements is good Sunday. 
Keep a current romantic interest infonned; this 
person will hang by a thread of hope, but do 
be fair. 
PISCES (FEb 19-March 20) -Relax let a 
dilemma take care of itself. Waiting proves to 
be very beneficial. You have a talent this week 
to mediate disputes, but make sure they are 
meaningful to you or don't waste your time. 
A trip home this week or next turns a sibling 
rivalry into a friendship. Capricorn parents or 
relatives are mostly on your side. Early morn-
ings are your best times to study. An old love 
is now free to date you again; don't play games, 
as this is truly a soul mate. Marriage? Well, 
that's possible in the future and something to 
talk about, but why not try an old-fashioned, 
going-steady commitment? Spend money to 
improve your appearance now. Stop neglecting 
your outer self, even though your inner self is 








Expiration Date 10-7-88 
Clinton West Plaza 
Corners Rts. 968" & 13 
Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-9 
Sat. 10-1. Sun. by appt. 
' ,J ' .. ' ., • I • • 
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Hn the Ithaca'1_ Personals: 
'I Love You' 'I Miss Yo-u' 'Good Luck' 
'Congratulations' 'Did You Forget' 
'Wish You Were Here' 
ClllSS/f/ED 
Deadli~e: Monday before 5:00 pm. 
lri" the l(hacan Classifieds: 
'House For Sale' 'For· Rent' 'Heip Wanted' 
'Aut~mobiles For Sale; 'Wanted' 'Phol~g~phy' 'Lost', 
IPIEIRSONA1LS 
Ms. Shaw 
"I Love You" 
Mr. Player 
DJ-
you Have Brightened My 









Thanks for diiiner. Let's do it 
again soon - hold the garlic! 
Love, 
Steph, Al, and Deb. 
Deb-
Hungry??? 
The tradition continues at 918 
Danby Rd. Let's party after the 
football game. Saturday, Oc-
tober 1st. 
JODIE, ROBERTA, JAMIE, 
&RANDI 
... To what lies ahead ... 
Stanley-




Apply in person at 204 W. 
Spencer. Must eat ants. Please 
bring resume and Pepto 
Bismal. 
Mr. Director-
Any Hawaiian Pizza or space 
on the floor? 
Hallmarks Roomie 
Wabone-
If at first you don't suceed ... 
Find another chocha! I'm 
bleeding! Magilla sacrus? 
Leland 
Gail-





Are you guys college students 
from the states? Well, do good 
and get good grades this 
semester, ok? Bachelor Party?! 
Maxine 
Cool-
You're absolutely perfect. .. 
Glad you had a great time. It 
was worth it. 
PERSONALS 
J.C. 
Yo, S.S.Steamy- I'm a truffle 
hunter by nature! 
B.R. 
Jen H. 




Nice picture, plasterhead! No, 
I didn't go out with the Beaver. 
Are you going to kiss Don like 
that from now on?-Lip Muscles 












6 Months, baby. Thanks for 
Bubka and the little Polish dog 
with the ski hat on. Who 
"Wufs" You, Baby? Don't 
forget about dinner, k? ! 
Bubba 
Cooohen-




Are you still alive? You never 
come and see me or call 
me[Ha,Ha] Hello, Cod! Who is 
2-2 now? the Patriots? Just use 
me for my beer, that's ok! 
B. Man 
J.C. 
Citizenship? Where are you 
coming from? "Canada!" No, 
where in Canada? Fort Erie. 
We were drinking- I mean 
eating dinner. Cooohen were 
you hung over? 
B.R. 
Tom F. 
Why do I always sit next to ug-
ly women on the bus? Pole? Up 
where? Did you guys pay 
already? Yea, but they forgot 
to stamp us, oh, ok! Ask Dr. 
Rosen-Rosen if he likes his 
"endless", "Titanic" Poster. 
· Do you grease the door for 
anyone? I love the permenant 
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PERSONALS 
Cooohen- · 
Pittsburg who? 1-3 what?! 
Who's 4-0 now? you still owe 
me a case!!! 
Reado 
J.U. 
I haven't developed the pictures 
yet, so B.M.-you can't say that 
on television anymore. 
B.R. 
Matt-
How was Mrs. Shwartz this 
weekend? Did you have fun? 




Hope you guys are enjoying 
yourselves, We miss you! 
Nancy and Nikki 
Chrissy, 
Have a great time partying this 
weekend. Try not to get your 
white boots too dirty, and don't 
forget your cigarettes! 
H:B. 
We Love You, 
The Gang 
I Missed you this weekend!! 
Don't get too psyched for the 
weeks to come: Ah, Fall Break 
in Cincin-Thanksgiving B. in 
Cali!!! Were not going to have 




Dave, Tony, Ed & Fred-
The LOPA is coming to get you 
for cruelty to little Pigs. Beware 
tonight at 12:00pm! · 
Oink Oink, Squeal Squeal 
P.S. Be at 221 Penn Ave. OR 
ELSE! 
Leigh- _ 
The next two days better go 
fast, legality awaits you! Have 
a great B-Day, just don't throw 
up! 
Kimmy-
I Love You, 
Deb. 
Thanx for the card. You're the 
-bestest! Try to keep your finger 




W elcome back to IC. Come 
and visit we missed you all 
summer. 
Nance and Berg 
Beeber-
Try to keep me out of trouble 
this weekend. Last time we par-
tied, it wasn't pretty. 
ND 
Armour-all, 
Try to come out of your room 
this weekend! 
Love, 
Friends who care 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Wanted!!! Students and Clubs 
to join the '88-'89 Student 
Travel Services' Sales Team. 
Earn CASH· and/ or FREE 
Winter and Spring Break vaca-
tions. Travel with the best to 
our exciting ski and sun 
destinations. For more inf or-
mation call (607)272-6964. 
Wanted: Experienced Male and 
Female Gymnastics Instructor. 
Call 273-5187. 
Typewriter: Electronic Hennes 
[Swiss Made] Full Features; Ex-
cellent Condition- was $2,500 
new; asking $400. Call 
272-3020. 
For Sale: 1985 Honda Intercep-
tor. Red, White, and Blue. 
Looks and run·s great! New 
back tire & chain. $1,600. 
Serious inquiries only. Call Pat 
Brewster 272-0472. 
Wanted!!! People to run 
classifieds and personals in the 
Ithacan. Do you have 
something to sell? Do you want 
to give that special person in 
your life a message? If you said 
yes to either of these questions, 
then the Ithacan Classified Sec-
tion is your answer. Follow the 
instructions in the ad form 
below and we'll take it from 
there- it's as easy as that! Any 
Questions? Call Brian at 
274-3207. 
44~4444444444444~4444444444444~~4444444444444444 
i CLASSIFIEDS ~ 
-!J 
: To lP'lace Your Classified: 
-!J 
-!J 
fr 1. Send To-
-11 2. Drop Off-
: THE ITHACAN 
-11 C/0 ITHACA COLLEGE 
: ITHACA, NY 
At the ITHACAN In the Basement * 
* Of Landon Hall, * 
-i, 14850 
--i, Or If You Live On-Campus ! THEITHACAN 
sti DILLINGHAM CENTER ! [Care Of lntercampus Mail] 
-!J 
-i, lRATES: 
: Non-Commercial: $3.00 for the first 15 words and $.10 for 
-!J each additional word. 
! !Business: $4.00 for the first 15 words and $.15 for each ad-
-i, ditional word. 
-i, Personal: $1.00 for the first 15 words and $.10 for each ad-
-i, 
-!J ditional word. 
-!J 
-!J 
























































September 29, 1988 
Calvin and Hobbes 
'{E.P. WE 'tJ£.R£ GO\~ 10 LIVE. 
i\\EQE SE.GijSI=. E~Ri\-1 IS 
SJ ~\.L\JTI:I), Bu, ~E 
Ol'SC.C\IE.RED ™/\, Mf\RS \':i 







(?/ow 5f'REA/J Gl(J/CKLY 1/f}(J{JT 
OLIVEK'S /'rt!!?llet£ Cllr 5Wt. 
5CIILP TK017MENT.. 
Jjr WIIS ll WW< Lml:fi WHEN 
ONE Of 7H€ MOST IIV!/J CfJN-
S/Jtl£RS Or TH€ M!/i/1ct.£ CRT 






THE (JN/7UJ 5T~J: 
? 
Garfield 
I I I•,, 
by Bill Watterson 
i\RER t-.\.L, nuc.REs OO\.'t 
C)NE El\R\\,\, .b.Nt) 1rs OOT 
To \.t-Sr 1..)-S t,.. 'tl\\\LE. 
~. 11\E.~ O\OtH 
LIKE 1/S. l 
U\INK n\E'{ WERE. 
MW\11) \'ltD Jli~K 
UP WIRS TIii:. 
Wf.. '{ WE'-JE l\lt\'!(£0 
\JP £AR.TI\, 
'NHM'$ ti,~ (.IJ:f:) f..NO CAN '{QI..) 
BRIEFCASE B'tll~E. IT, OM>. 
Do\NG 00T, WE © ClEP.R 
ANO 'ti\\'( 1t> MARS, ~D 
DOCS IT l)IJM8 01: IW3E5 
Sl<\lli. L\l(E Rl~ 1\\E 
1\JN~ \"IS\\~! c»tEAA ! 
Iby Berke IBreath.etdl 
711€1?£ Wffli 5Lf(;f{T fJ(JT 5(}C/f/ll 
INCONVHvlfNT SW€ &ff£tr5. 
. ' 
' ' . 
' .. . ., : 1, -:~ s . 
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The Far Side 
1b>y Gary Larsoilil 
Oh yeah? /low ~6out 
yest~rd6.y when -that fellow sold you 1hq+_ 
"magic" pen and penc' I 
set for t/0000 ! 
•,.,,i"i'! 
Sucker flSh-.'.:(]t home 
~; f~i 
Awkward moments in the ant world 
''You and Fred have such a lovely web, Edna -
and I love What you've done with those fly wings." 
. . . 
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Third consecutive start 
Freshman QB Wilkowski leads Bomber attack 
BY»~ ROTIIMAN As the team enters its fourth tilt of 
While most freshman are still get- Wilkowski was thrust into the star- Wilkowski crune to Ithaca via But~ · "In the Alfred game, my passes the year, Wtlkowski is positive about 
ting accustomed to their classes, their ting slot when junior QB Tom Pas- falo's Depew High School where he weren't that good in the beginning. this year's team. 
roomates, and being away from home quale broke his leg during the first earned 2nd team- All Western New They hit a lot harder than St. "We're coming along real good. I 
for the first time, Ithaca College game of the season. The team's two York, 1st team- Sectionals, and 3rd Lawrence. Everyone says that these- remember in preseason, all the 
freshman Todd Wilkowski has some other signal callers, Joe Giardina and team- All-New York State honors. cond time around is harder. But we veterans were telling me what a good 
other things on his mind. James Gibbons, have been hampered Wilkowski also looked at the Univer- got it together and came back and team we're going to have and you can 
For those of you who have not yet with minor injuries this season, so sity of Buffalo and the University of won." see it. We have a lot of potential and 
Rochester before deciding on Ithaca. Ithaca head coach Jim Butterfield we still have aways to go. We can do 
"Ithaca attracted me because of its has nothing but praise for his better." 
winning tradition," says Wilkowski, quarterback. Butterfield continues to praise his 
"and because of its physical therapy "Todd has done an excellent job in quarterback. 
department.". : stepping into a high pressure situation. "Todd has been an excellent addi-
- Wilkowskl came to IC, but wasn't He has handled it mentally, emo- · tion in light of the injuries we've had. 
really even expecting to make the var- tionally, and physically, and this is not Right now. Todd Wilkowski is our 
sity squad. to mention that he's just a freshman." number one quarterback until so-
"During preseason, I thought I Wilkowski also feels that the other meone does a better job than him." 
would be sent down to the junior var- quarterbacks on the team have been Wilkowski leads the Bombers with 
sity, but the coach told me to stick it very helpful. 148 yards passing and is ranked sixth 
out and I made the team." "They've (Pasquale, Gibbons, and in pas.5ing efficiency in the ECAC 
Wilkowski saw his first action of Giardina) been great. They're always Upstate New York statistics. He also 
the season during the season opener helping me out on the sidelines in bet- has accumulated 74 yards rushing and 
at Albany when Pasquale and Gib- ween series." has passed for two scores and ran for 
bons went down with injuries and Wtlkowski feels that Coach Butter- one. 
then was named the starting quarter- field has been a tremendous help. So as the season continues, the 
back for the team's second game at St. "Coach Butterfield has been just Ithaca varsity football team will con-
l'IBACAN/S'IEVEN u:aowrrz Lawrence. great. He reminds me a lot of my high tinue to aim for higher goals. And it 
"fwas in shock. I didn't believe I school coach. He also gives me good will be a freshman, in the most highly 
TODD WILKOWSKI: Freshman QB leads Bombers. was starting, but pretty soon I just scouting reports which makes it much visible position in sports, that will lead 
heard the name Todd Wilkowski, 
prepare to get used to it for quite some 
time. Wilkowski is currently the star-
ting quarterback for the Ithaca Col-
lege varsity football team, which is 












mixed in with the team and felt like easier." them. 
a real team member." 
After Wilkowski's first start 
resulted in a 28-14 pasting of St. 
Lawrence, Wilkowski led the 
on Bombers into a tough battle with the· 
Alfred Saxons. 
"M~~S De Witt Mall Downtown Ithaca 
CERTIFIED KOSHER 
THE DELUXE EUROPEAN BAKERY 
of the Finger Lakes 
Comer of Dey & Adams Streets 
(Take Dey Street Exit off Rt. 13) 
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/ 
Pro wrestling turnout high 
BY EVE DEFO~T 
An enthusiastic mix of Ithaca Col-
lege students and local residents turn-
ed out to cheer on their heroes and 
heckle the villians last Sunday night, 
as the World Wrestling Federation 
stormed through Ben Light Gym-
nasium. The show drew avid fans of 
all shapes and forms. Men, women, 
adults, and children alike made up a 
total of 704 spectators in paid 
attendance. 
Action included n.umerous falls, 
throws, and dramatic episodes. In the 
main event, Don "the Rock" Mw-aco 
won by disqualifacation over Greg 
"the Hammer" Valentine. After the 
match, upon leaving the gym, the two 
wrestlers tangled outside of the ring. 
During the confrontation, Muraco 
proceeded to hurl a garbage can 
~ 
' 
against the wall in the direction of 
Valentin1; Whether staged or real the 
incident succeeded in pumping up the 
audience for the remainder of the 
show. Other winners included Tony 
Garea over George Skoaland and the 
Big Boss Man over Ken Patera. King 
Haku reigned over Koko B. Ware and 
Leapin' Lanny Poffo dominated San-
dy Beach. Finally, the evening con-
cluded with a match that the ladies of 
the audience had been waiting for. In 
the night's only tag team match-up, 
the Rockers pinned the masked Con-
quistadors to the cheers of several 
screaming women. 
The show was sponsored by the 
Ithaca College wrestling team to raise 
money for their winter training trip. 




The team's head coach, John Murray· 
felt, "The show was a step in the right 
direction. We drew in a good size 
crowd considering the competition we 
had with the Olympics, the presiden-
tial debate, and the wrestling show in 
Syracuse. Next year will be even 
better." 
The IC wrestlers themselves were 
more satisfied with the show's out-
come. Team captain Joel Lamson, a 
veteran of three such show, express-
ed his thanks, " to everyone who 
demonstrated their supported for the 
team by attending the event." 
Freshman Tom Shaw summed up the 
evening with, "I thought everyone 
had a really good time. The crowd 
was very into what they were watching 
and we all had fun." 
WWII<' WRESTLING: Don "The Rock" Muraco won by disqualifica-
tion over Greg Valentine in last Sunday's WWF main event. The event 





Annual Fall §aice 
Save a fantastic 20% off 
tfi'IJ' 
0 ~,.;lj .. , .... t,-,., .. !;i..!·~ ~ 
~ii) 
our regular prices on a great 
selection of athletic footwear 
for men and women, 
unbelievable discounts on 
tennis rackets plus specials 
throughout the store on 
Wi!zwam socks, running tights, 
: 
b 
Eastpak bookbags and more! 
,_,_,,' , ..... u.iiii!iiiii~~~::;:;:::--5::--::"-::i-1 Athletic JFoo-n:weall." '"··· ;-2w01 
Prince Tradition Tennis Shoes 
Prince High Tennis 
Reg. SALE 
59.95 29.95 








NIKE AIR TRAINER HIGH 
regular 74.95 
FAUL SALE 55.95 
. 
. TIENNIS RACKJET§ 
PRINCE SPECTRUM COMP 
9o·AND 110 STRUNG 
Reg. SALE 
149.95 124.95 
WILSON Jack Kramer Staff 109.95 89.95 
Avia Transport 
Avia 440\X' 
Nike· Air Trainer 
Nike Cross Trainer 
Avia Tennis 720MW 
OTJHIJER §JPJECTIAIL§· c:==::J 
Running Tights 20% OFF 
ALL 01HER RACKETS AT LEAST 
20% OFF!! 
Wigwam Socks - Buy 3 
pairs get 4th lFJRJElE 
Eastpak Bookbags 20% OFF 
0 





FAll. SALE 44.95 
JFRIE]E. i:::=:==============~ 
1f-§HffiT 
LIVE WVBR RADIO REMOTE 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON. Get a free 
J. Gould T-Shirt. Limited to first 
200 people with valid college I. D. 
Co I lege Q(lJ]tfitterr§ 
111 NORTH AURORA STREET O ITHACA, NY 
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IC linksters place fourth in Cornell tourney 
BY moMAS M. JARONSKI 
The Ithaca College golf team con-
tinued their consistent play last week, 
upping their record to 5-2 on the 
season, and finishing a strong fourth 
in the Cornell Invitational. 
On Tuesday, the bombers traveled 
to the par 71 Drumlins East course in 
Syracuse, for a tri-match with Hart-
wick and Lemoyne. For the second 
time this season IC defeated a weak 
Hartwick team, 409 to 423. But Le-
moyne, the host team, would be just 
too much for the Bombers to over-
come. Lemoyne recorded a five man 
total of 386, 23 shots better than 
Ithaca's 409 on a day when rain 
postponed play for 20 minutes. 
Sophomore Steve Rich led the IC 
attack with a seven over par 78, while 
classmates Kevin Douglass and Jim 
Raymond both shot 81. Jlllliors craig 
Bailey and Tom Jaronski came in with 
84 and 85 respectively. 
Caliel felt that his team was . 
at a disadvantage considering that on-
ly one of them, Jim Raymond, had 
ever seen the course before. "We 
knew they would be tough, mayhe 
having three guys finish in tl1e 70's, 
but they had five. They were very 
comfortable on their home course," 
Caliel said. The coach added, "when 
a player is happy with his score, y~ • 
know he is in tune.Lemoyne was baru,'. 
PY with their score, we weren't." -
On Friday, the coach and his team 
were in better spirits. The Bombers 
played host to R.P.I. and Hobart at 
the Cornell University Golf Qub. 
Led by co-medalists Kevin 
Douglass and Tom Jaronski, with a 
seven over par 79, Ithaca's 4ITT easily 
defeated Hobart's 440 and R.P.I.'s 
453. Also contributing to the IC at-
tack was Rich with an 81, freshman 
Matt Hyland in his first start with an 
82, and Raymond who carded an 86. 
Co-captain Kevin Douglass felt that 
having the chance to play the Cornell 
course competitively, the day before 
the Invitational was a definite advan-
tage. "Having the ability to get in a 
good round the day before, like we 
did, gives us a confidence that other 
teams in the tournament won't have," 
the sophomore added. 
Yet even though the team is play-
ing more consistently now than com-
pared to recent years, they hve been 
unable to all peak at the same time. 
So was the case on Saturday when the 
18 teams entered in the Cornell Invita-
tional teeed off in ideal weather 
conditions. 
"We've played some 
good rounds, but 
our top four guys 
can do better" 
-:-Douglass 
Again, like so many times thIS 
season the Bombers played well, but 
came up short. The momentum they 
had possessed the day before had 
slowed to a crawl, and RO one Was 
able to break 80. Yet the consistent 
scores that they have become ac-
custom to,-were good enough to keep 
them ahead of most of the pack. 
Their four man total of 331 gave 
them a fourth place finish, only bet-
tered by Skidmore's and Lemoyne's 
311, and Rochester's 313. In a tie 
situation, tournament officials go to 
the fifth players score to decide a win-
ner, Skidmore's fifth finished with an 
82, Lemoyne's with an 86. 
But to say "only" when referring 
to these top caliber teams is a major 
understatement. Both Rochester and 
Skidmore qualified to attend the 
NCAA Division III Championships 
last year in Greensboro, North 
Carolina,finishing tenth and eleventh 
in the nation respectively. The 
was Lemoyne's Dave Jeffrey, who 
fired a two under par 70 on the 
demanding Cornell layout. Jeffrey 
competed in the Division II Na-
tional Championships last year as 
an individual. 
Yet these facets are not viewed by 
coach Caliel or his players, as an ex-
cuse, but rather an inspiration. "They 
are quality teams, but so are we. Our 
Quietly,· hidden on the Cayuga 
Inlet 
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guys just haven't reached full stride 
yet," said Caliel who added, "We see 
them ahead of us, right now it's just 
a matter of catching them." 
Douglass agreed., "We've played 
some good rounds, but our top four 
guys can do better. All we need is a 
few scores in the 70's and we can sur-
prise those teams." 
Overall, Ithaca's fourth place finish 
gave them some satisfaction. They 
avenged a loss to Binghamton, which 
they suffered two weeks ago on that 
very same course. And to answer any 
questions as to who is the top college 
golf team in town, the Bombers have 
a two stroke advantage over the Big 
Red, who finished in fifth place with 
a 333. The two teams will cross paths 
at least once more this fall, when they 
tee it up at the ECAC Regionals in 
October. 
Low man for IC in the Invitational 
was Rich with ab 81. Junior co-
captaip Craig Bailey shot 82, while 
Douglass and Jaronski both finished 
with 84's. 
The Bombers entered the final week 
of their fall schedule on Monday when 
they traveled to the Ouondassis, site 
of the New York State Amateur 
Championship, for a tri-match with 
Utica and Hamilton. Today, they will 
have another rack at Skidmore when 
they tee off in· the Skidmore Invita-
tional, at the treacherous McGregor 
Links in Sarotoga Spring.5, New York. 
And on Friday they will complete 
their regular season play at the Enjoie 
Golf Oub, site of this weekends BC 
Open on the PGA Tour, as they go 
head to head with Binghamton for the 
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Women's tennis fourth in ICAC's·-
Week in Re-View~. Men Sl § soccer loses first 
The Ithaca College men's varsity 
soccer team suffered its first loss of the 
season on Saturday, bowing to Alfred 
by a final score of 1-0. 
It was Alfred player Kurt Jacob'i 
goal which won the game for tht 
Saxons. 
Despite the loss, Ithaca coach An-
dy Byrne felt his team played a good 
game. · 
"Our offense played alright. We 
had quite a few chances to score,' 
remarked Byrne. 
The Bombers, ranked eigth in the 
most recent Division III poll, suffered 
their first loss in seven games, as their 
record sunk to 5-J-I. 
Standouts for the Bombers were 
Dave Annet at right fullback, who had 
a fine defensive game and Adam 
Borg, who helped out a great deal 
· with his speed. Zac Shaw had seven 
saves in the nets for IC. 
Ithaca dueled Hobart up in Geneva 
this past Tuesday. This weekend the 
Bombers have two important ICAC 
battles on their home turf. On Friday, 
they play host to Clarkson and on 
Homecoming Saturday, they talce on 
St. Lawrence. Rorie Pidanao 
Wo Soccer 
The Ithaca College women's varsity 
soccer team, ranked 11th in the latest 
Division III poll, split two games last 
week and its record now stands at 
4-1-2. 
Last Tuesday, the Lady Bombers 
took on Nazareth College up in 
Rochester and came away with a 6-0 
pasting of their opponents. 
Kris Jacoby led the way for the 
Bombers with a pair of goals, while 
Sue Kofod chipped in with two assists. 
Rookie goalie Beth Howland notch-
ed her fifth shutout of the season. 
On Thursday, IC squared off 
against Division I Colgate. The 
Bombers battled Colgate into over-
time, however Colgate tallied two OT 
goals to earn the victory. The loss 
snapped a six-game non-IOSing streak 
for Patrick Farmer's squad. Tracy 
Deyle scored IC's lone goal on an 
assist from Tracy Coomber. 
The women's cros.s-country team 
placed second in last weekend's Cor-
tland Invitational, losing out to host 
Cortland St. by just nine points. 
Junior standout Jannette Bonrouhi 
copped individual honors again, run-
ning the five-kilometer course in 
17:58. Samantha Liberatore (18:52) 
finished in cigth place, Bonnie 
Gleeson placed eleventh, Renee Rom-
baut twelfth, Linda Benkovic thir-
teenth, and Kathy Brunken placed 
fourteenth. 
The men's cross-country squad 
placed sixth in last weekend's Cor-
tland Invitational. 
Sean ~n placed third overall 
for the Bombers, running the five-mile 
course in 25:21. Mike Neilan, David 
Gillingham, and Mario Gagliano 
placed 16th, 32nd, and 42nd 
respectively. 
Field hockey 
The varsity field hockey team battl-
ed two tough opponents last weeks 
and came away with a tie and a loss 
to drop its record to 3-2-1. 
Last Wednesday, the squad travel-
ed up route 81 northward to do bat-
tle with Division I Syracuse. The 
Orangewomen scored in the first 
minute of the game to put IC in an 
early hole. However, Ithaca's Heidi 
Schmid answered back two minutes 
later with a goal of her own to even 
the score. That would be all the scor-
ing in the contest as the game ended 
up in a double overtime tie. Rebecca 
Ryder was superb in the nets, turning 
away 15 shots. 
. The fourth-ranked Bombers then 
moved on to face third-ranked Kutz-
town in a game bearing much national 
signifigance. 
IC tallied first as sophomore Kerry 
Sullivan found the nets for the 
visitors. Kutztown then proceeded to 
tie the score on a goal in the middle 
of the second half. Kutztown and 
Ithaca battled into overtime before 
Kutztown scored with 1:36 gone by in 
the extra period to end the game. 
Coach Doris Kostrinsky cited outstan-
ding performances by Ryder, Debby 
Smith, Kathy Powers, and Linda 
Campo. 
\ Volleyball 
1he wome~·s volleyball team par-
ticipated in the Rochester Invitational 
over the weekend, talcing fifth place 
· in the tourney. 
Sheila Deam's squad defeated 
Alfred (15-9, 15-13) and Buffalo State 
(15-5, 15-2) but came up short against 
Brockport (13-15, 6-15) and host 
Rochester (10-15, 7-15). The lady 
spikers were led by Jocelyn Jones and 
Bev Vosefsld. 
In other action last week, IC fell to 
Cornell three games to one. 
The Lady Bombers will participate 
in the Juniata Invitational this 
weekend. 
Tennis \ 
The women's tennis team dropped 
to 1-2 on the season as cros.5town rival 
Cornell blasted the Lady Bombers 
9-0. 
The lady netsters were competitive 
at number one doubles as Sue 
Wydysh and Amy Gunther fell 6-7, 
2-6. 
Later in the week, the Bombers 
finished fourth in the ICAC Cham-
pionships at RPI. 
Sue Wydysh, Debbie Matusow, 
and Jen Hultman all picked up points 
IC battled back in the second half 
and took a 17-14 lead on a touchdown 
pass from Rob Larsen to Ismailoff. 
However,· Cornell battled back and 
scored late in the fourth quarter to win 
the game. 
David Stejback completed four of 
ten attempts to lead the quarterbacks 
and Dave Tmi led the running backs 
with 81 'yards on 11 rushes. 
Emrich also paired up at second 
doubles and earned a point for IC. Basebmllll 
I JV Football 
for Ithaca, winning their respa.'tive I 
singles matches. Matusow and Meg 
I
L-----
The Ithaca College junior varsity 
football team fell to 0-2 on the year, 
bowing to the Cornell freshman 20-17 
The Bombers started the day off 
well as Nick Ismailoff ran back the 
opening kickoff 94 yards for a 
touchdown. 
The Big Red countered with a 
pair of touchdowns to take a 14-10 
lead at the half. 
The defending Division Ill cham-
pion Ithaca College baseball team 
dropped a twinbill over the weekend 
to LeMoyne by scores of 5-3 and 7-4. 
In the first tilt. an RBI double by 
Mark Michel gave the Bombers an 
early 2-0 lead. However, LeMoyne 
stroked a grand slam off Joe Sot-
tolano in the fifth inning and Ithaca 
never rebounded. 
In the second game, freshman 
shortstop Sean Scott and first sacker 
Shawn Oglivie stroked round-
trippers in the losing effort. 
IC Scoreboard 
Football (3-0) 
9/24 Alfred 27-14 
Women's Soccer (4-1-2) 
9120 • Nazareth 6-0 
9122 • Colgate 1-3 (OT) 
Men's Soccer (5-1-1) 
9/24 Alfred 0-1 
Fall Baseball (2-2) 
9/24 • LeMoyne 3-5, 4-7 
· Field Hockey (3-2-1) 
9121 • Syracuse (2OT) 1-1 
9/24 • Kutztown (OT) 1-2 
Men's Cross Country (2-0) 
9/24 • Cortland lnvit. 6th 
Women's Cross Country (2-0) 
9/24 'Cortland lnvit. 2nd 
Women's Tennis (1-2) 
9/21 'Come/I 0-9 
JV Football (0-2) 
9/23 9 Cornell Freshmen 17-20 
Bombers at their best 
,. cul'fflldY S-1·1 dds season multr bead BOQTERS: Tlte men's soccer teui .,, 
coach Andy Byrne. • 
I 
I 
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lJridders erase 14-point deficit 
Bombers overcome shaky start to clip Alfred 
BY MIKE BROPHY 
During the course of a season a 
team learns a little bit about itself each 
week. Last Saturday the Bombers · 
learned that they could come back. 
Ithaca dominated the final three 
periods as they rebounded from a 14-0 .; · 
deficit to ring up a27-14 win over the . 
Alfred Saxons in their home opener,,,, 
"I was concerned after the first" · 
quarter," said Coach Butterfield,, __ 
"but I have confidence in these boys. 
I saw lots of poise, concentration, ~..:: · 
leadership and I'm quite pleased with 
the result." · - '' 
The Saxons grabbed the early lead 
on an 87 yard drive late in the first'. . 
period. Alfred put their best receiver, ... 
Bob Jones, in the backfiel~ for this_, 
contest. "We wanted a little more 
speed back there," said Coach Jim 
Moretti. Jones showed he was more 
than capable by ripping off a 40 yard 
TD run to cap that first drive, in-
cluding a nifty move that left IC cor-





"I saw a lot 




Alfred's second touchdown was a 
gift courtesy of a fumble by IC 
fullback Paul Parker on the 22 yard-
line. Five plays later QB Paul McDon-· 
nell lofted a perfect pass in the comer 
of the end zone to receiver Joe 
Hamilton. The Saxons were up by 14 
and the Bombers were on the ropes. 
Meanwhile, Ithaca's offense was 
slowly getting on track against a stingy 
Saxon defense. Freshman QB Todd 
Wilkowski showed some home-
opener anxiety by overthrowing l$ 
receivers, missing on his first eight at~ 
tempts. "I was nervous," he said 
afterwards. ''There was a lot of hype 
for this game and I wasn't used to it." 
The turning point of the game came 
midway through the second period. 
Alfred was driving again and they 
were in Bomber territory thanks to a 
couple of big runs by their speedy RB 
Ray Rogers. On third and one from 
I C's 36 yard-line, ·Rogers went up the 
middle and was stopped by NG Rich 
Smith. It· tumed:·out that it was 
· Rogers' final appearance of the after-
noon as he broke his toe on the play. 
McDonnell was also stopped on 
fourth down. '_'r,l~t getting that first 
.. ,.t.::::-. 
a 47 yard field goal try. 
No problem. After an interference 
call against the Saxons on IC's next 
possession, Wilkowski completed 
his first pass of the day and his first 
touchdown pass as a Bomber. He hit 
an unbelievable wide open Mike Scott 
The Bombers put the game away in 
the third quarter by scoring on each 
of their first two posessions. 
Willcowski showed that he had shaken 
off his nerves by putting some nice 
touches on a nine-yard TD pass to 
Scott Barker. Sullivan finished the 
stopped throwing the ball in CB Criµg 
Penson's direction. "The coaches 
keep telling me to go for an intercep-
tion, but I keep telling them that 
nobody throws at me." ... Mike Scott 
(fourth) and Paul Parker- (ninth) are 
both included in the ECAC's top ten 
WlUISING BOMBER: Fullbat:k Pat Md .augbfln bulls Ids way past an Alfffll defender. Ithaca came from behind In die eontesi to defeat the Saxom '1:7·14. 
down really hurt us," said Coach 
Moretti later. "Losing Ray and his 
100 yards per game didn't help 
either." 
Two possessions later Parker 
followed the right side of the offen-
sive line for ten yards and IC's first 
score of the day. An interception by 
Ithaca LB Chris Colloca gave the 
Bombers another chance to score, but 
Matt Sullivan came up just short on 
over the middle for a 44 yard TD 
strike. Sorry fans, no backflip this 
time. 
Ithaca took the lead for good less 
rhan a minute later. Craig Penson laid 
a vicious hit on Jones as he returned · 
the following kickoff. Penson stopped 
Jones in his tracks and caused a furn:.. 
ble that Tom Knapp quickly covered. 
Sullivan booted a 32 yard field goal 
to give IC a 17-14 halftime lead. 
scoring with a 37 yard field goal. 
Ithaca's defense was led by junior 
linebacker Dan Feldman, who had 
sixteen tackles and one sack. Tri-
captain Rich Smith chipped in with 11 
stops and Knapp picked off his second 
pass of the year. Alfred finished the 
game with only 215 yards in total 
offense. 
This Saturday's Homecoming mat-
chup will feature the return of Divi-
sion 11 Springfield fo lC's scheduie. 
Homecoming~ IC takes oim Springfield TI1e Chiefs are off a 3-0 start with · wins over Worcester Tech, Southern Connecticut, and future IC opponent 
American International. 
rushing stats ... Punter John Fitz.gerald 
is ranked fifth in punting with a 35.6 
average .. .lthaca's N suffered a tough 
20-17 loss to Cornell last Friday after-
noon. Flanker-Nick lsmailoffretum-
ed a kickoff 94 yards and hauled in 
a scoring pass from QB Bob Larsen 
to account for both IC 
touchdowns ... the JV will play next 
Friday at SUNY Cortland ... lthaca 
leads the series against Springfield 
12-2, including the last nine in a 
row ... The Bombers took the Chiefs 
by a 20-8 score the last time they met 
in 1986 on Soutl1 Hill Field ... Ithaca . 
is ranked first in the Eastern Region 
this week, ahead of Montclair State. 
BY BRIAN ROIHMAN 
The Ithaca College varsity football -
squad will play host to powerful 
Springfield College this Saturday as 
one of the main highlights to this 
year's Homecoming Day. 
The Bomber's head coach. Jim 
Butterfield, says that Homecoming 
Day is always a special day. 
_ "Homecoming's fun. Homecom-
ing is seeing old friends, former 
players, and relatives. It's a special 
day for any school because of the total 
school involvement.'' 
The Bombers (3-0) are coming off 
a 27-14 come-from-behind win over 
Alfred and now must prepare for a 
different kind of team in Springfield. 
Springfield is also 3-0 on the year 
and hails from the Division II ranks. 
They have recorded victories over 
Worcester Tech, American Interna-
tional, and Southern Connecticut. 
The club's 3-0 start marks its best run 
since 1979 when the Chiefs won their 
first four outings. 
Butterfield is very wary of the 
Springfield team. 
"They're a Division II team and an 
undefeated team. They look very 
strong and powerful as far as we can 
see." 
Springfield will pose some pro-
blems foi the Bombers because they 
run a wishbone offense, the likes of 
which the Bombers have not seen. 
"The wishbone will 
cause a problem'' 
-Butterfield 
Says Butterfield, "The wishbone 
will pose a problem because it's a dif. 
ferent variation of anytlung that we've 
seen." 
The Chiefs of Springfield are led by 
senior fullback Andy Bellagamba, 
who has rushed for 435 yards and six 
scores so far ' this year, and 
sophomore quarterback Bill 
Burkhead, who has rushed for 448 
yards and four touchdowns. 
On defense, Mike DeLong's squad 
is led by nose guard Rusty Miller, an 
All-American candidate. Scott Fry 
and Kyle Caffrey, both linebackers, 
lead the team in tackles and Jason 
Arapoff leads the club with two 
interceptions. 
Butterfield feels his team has a lot 
to work on. 
"We need to work on everything. 
A team can never be satisfied with 
their penormence. Everything must 
improve, from the individuals to the 
coaching. We just hope for continued 
success." 
The Chiefs switched to a wishbone 
offense last year and the result was 
the~ first winning season since 1981. 
There is no doubt about how 
Springfield will attack the Bomber 
defense--QB Bill Burkhead has 
thrown the ball only 13 times this 
year. Burkhead has already rushed for 
448 yards in three games, while senior 
fullback Andy Bellagamba is right 
behind with 435 yards and six 
touchdowns. The Springfield defense 
has been spotty, giving up seventy 
points in their first three contests. 
"We must stop their run," says 
Coach Butterfield. "We have to use 
the right tools in our defense to stop 
their !!!Il!ling att~ck." 
Broph notes •.. Coach Butterfield 
praised the offensive line, saying 
''they really fired off the ball. It was 
their best game so far." •.• He's only 
played three games in a Bomber 
uniform, but opposing offenses have 
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